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Abstract 

The purpose of the present study was to compare the effectiveness of case-based 

instruction and lecture-discussions in enhancing students' multiculturai social work 

competence and their reflective self-regdation to l e m  multicultural social work. The 

sample consisted of undergraduate social work students enrolled in a rnulticulturai social 

work practice course which was composed of two classes, the Special Bachelor of Social 

Work (SBSW) and the Regular Bachelor of Social Work (RBSW). The students in the 

SBSW had higher levels of education, mean age, and mean GPA than the students in the 

RBSW class. Each of these classes was divided into two sections. Participants were 

randomly assigned to these two sections in which case-based instruction in a section 

(n=20 for the SBSW class; n=19 for the RBSW class), and lecture-discussions in the 

a other section (n=20 for the SBSW class; n=19 for the RBSW class) were used to teach 

the same course content. To control for instructor effects, the tesearcher and another 

instructor both taught the two sections of each class, one with case-based instruction and 

the other with lecture and discussions. The randornized pretest posttest control group 

design was used in this study. Case analyses scored through Cross-Cultural Counseling 

Inventory-Revised and student self-reports using the Muiticdtural Counseling inventory 

were used to measure multicultural social work competence. To measure levels of 

students' self-regulated leaming in relation to the course, students were adrninistered the 

Motivated Strategies for Leaming Questionnaire. The same data were collected both at 

the beginning of the study and at the end of the study. The length of the study was 8 

weeks. Two procedures were followed to ensure treatment fidelity: two observers 

recorded the extent to which class plans reflecting the content and methoàs of instruction 
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were implemented and students completed questionnaires evaluating the extent to which 

each method of instruction was implemented. Results indicated significantly higher 

overall multicultural competence, awareness, skill, and relationship for the case-based 

sections in both classes. There were significantly higher levels of multicultd 

knowledge and learning motivation for the case section in the SBSW, but not in the 

RBSW class. No significant interaction was f o d  between self-regulated leaming and 

method of instruction. There was no significant difference between the two groups in 

terms of increase in skills in self-regulation. 
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Résumé 

Le but de cette étude était de comparer l'efficacité de la methode de cas et la methode de 

la conference-discussion dans l'augmentation de compétence des étudiants en travail 

social mu1 ticulturel et leur niveaux d'autorèglement en apprenant le travail social 

muhiculturel. L'échantillon a consisté d'étudiants du travail social qui s'étaient s'inscris 

dans un cours de l'entraînement du travail social multiculturel. Le cours a été composé de 

deux classes, le Baccalauréat Spécial de Travail Social (SBS W) et le Bacalaweat 

Régulier de Travail Social (RBSW). Chaque un de ces classes ont été divisées dans deux 

sections. Les participants ont été assigné à ces deux sections par hasard. La methode de 

cas a été utilisé dans l'une sections (n= 20 dans la classe SBSW; n= 19 dans la classe 

RBS W), et la methode de la conférence-discussion a été utilise dans l'autre section (n= 20 

dans la classe SBSW; n= 19 dans la classe RBSW). Le même contenu du cours a été 

enseigne dans les deux sections. La conception de cette étude etait le pretest posttest avec 

une groupe de contrôle equivalente. Pour mésurer le niveaux de compétence en travail 

social multiculturel, les étudiants avaient analysé des cas. Ces analyses ont été marqué au 

moyen de Cross-Cultural Counseling Inventory-Revised. De plus, les étudiants ont 

complété le questionnaire Multiculturai Counseling Inventory. Les étudiants ont complété 

le questionnaire Motivated Strategies for Leaming (MLSQ) afhs de mesurer leur niveau 

de l'autordglement de l'apprentissage par rapport au cours. Les mêmes genre des données 

ont été rassembtées au commencement de 1'6tude et à la fin de l'étude. L'étude a duré 8 

semaines. Pour assurer la fidélité du traitement, deux observateurs ont note l'ampleur a 

qui les plans de la classe qui représentaient le contenu du cours et les méthodes de 

l'enseignements ont ét6 rendues effectif'. De plus, les ttudiants ont compldté deux 
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questionnaires représentant les deux méthodes denseignment il la fin de l'étude. Les 

résultats de l'étude ont indiqué que les groupes dans les sections de la methode de cas ont 

demontré des cornpetences multicdturelles totales, consciences, habiletés, et rapports 

multiculturels plus hauts comparativement aux groupes dans les sections de la 

conférence-discussion, dans les deux classes. Le groupe dans la section de la methode de 

cas de la classe SBSW a demontré considdrablement plus haut niveau de cornaissance 

multicultweile et motivation de l'érudition par rapport au cours, mais ce n'a pas été le cas 

dans la classe RBS W. II n'y a pas eu d'interaction considérable entre le niveau 

d'autoréglement d'apprentissage et la méthode d'enseignement. Il n'y a pas eu de 

difference considérable entre les deux groupes quant à augmentation dans habileth dans 

d'autoréglement d'apprentissage. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction and Theoretical Rationale 

The hperative that al1 social workers should be able to fiinction in a multicul?ural 

society is well-established in Canada. This imperative is necessitated by social, legal, and 

professional realities. From a social perspective, the demographic composition of the 

Canadian society is becoming increasingly diverse (Boucher, 1990; Herberg, 1995). This 

demographic reality calls on al1 social workers to, at one time or another serve clients of 

diverse cultures. Legally, both the Canadian Multiculturalism Act and the Canadian 

Human Rights Act guarantee equal access of al1 citizens to services (Herberg, 1995; Li, 

1990; Sanders, 1980). Additionally, multicultural sensitivity is a value held by the social 

work profession (Latting, 1990; Ronnau, 1994; Singleton, 1994). Based on these realities, 

there is an increasing exigency for finding the most effective ways of teaching this 

essential area of multicultural' social work. The pnmary purpose of the present study is 

to compare the effectiveness of case-based instruction and traditional iecture-discussions 

in enhancing students' multiculnual social work competence . Multicultural competence 

is defined here as the appropriateness of a practitioner's use of attitudes, knowledge, 

relationship, and skills to effective social work practice with persons fiom cultural 

backgrounds different than hidher own. Case-based instruction in the present study refers 

to a method of teaching in which problematic, realistic case studies are analyzed and 

resolved by instructoa and students. Traditional lecture-discussion is defined as a method 

of teaching in which the instnictors lecture and students listen to the lecture and take 

notes; Smdents' questions are answered and instnictors occasionally pose questions to 

students. 
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Although some crossîultural social work educaton (e.g., Chau, 1990; Latting, 

1990; Ronnau, 1994) advocate the use of more student centered pedagogical strategies, 

the traditional teacher centered lecture approach is still the nom in this field. Ridley, 

Kanz, and Mandoza (1 994) argued that "most published accounts of multicuitural 

training indicate a heavy reliance on traditional teaching tools-didactic lectures and 

reading and writing assignments" @. 262). Many educaton in the field of multicuiiurd 

professional services have called for more empirically validated, innovative ways of 

teaching this essential field (e.g., Chau, 1990; Garcia, 1996; Ridley et al., 1994; Ronnau, 

1 994). 

Case-based instruction seems a promising rnethod for supporting the development 

of cross-cultural social work cornpetence. The use of case-based instruction is well- 

established in the applied fields of law and business and is increasingly being used in 

other professional fields such as medicine and teacher education (Kagan, 1993; Shulman, 

1992). In contrast, the reported use of case-based instruction in social work education has 

been limited (Cossom, 1991 ). 

it could be argued that in cornparison to the fields of business and law, cross- 

cultural social work is a highly ill-structured field-"one that does not have a consistent 

underlying theory that can act as a structure for organizing knowledge" (Williams, 1992, 

p. 377). There are no proven prescriptive theories stipulating how a cross-culturally 

competent social worker shouid intervene in a given situation. However, it has been 

suggested that a multiculturally competent social worker should possess global cognitive 

and affective characteristics and skills such as culturd self-awareness, positive attitudes 

toward diversity, flexibility in thinking, cnticd thinking skills, cross-cultural problem 

The tems cross-cultural and multicdturai are used interchangeably in the present study. 
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solving skills, culturd leaming skills, etc. (e.g., Green, 1995; Herberg, 1995; 

Pinderhughes, 1989). In other words, these global cognitive and affective learning 

outcornes which are purportedly supported by case-based instruction may be important in 

training cross-culturally competent social workers. As well, case-based instruction is 

purportedly strong in fostering the development of self-awareness, gaining insight into 

the feelings of othea. and developino sensitivity to diversity issues (Dana, & Floyd, 

1993; Kleinfeld, 199 1 ; Noordhof, & Kleinfeld, 1990; J. Shulman, 1992b; Suduna, 1993; 

Wassermann, 1994). Like other applied fields, cross-cultural social work practice is a 

problem solving endeavor (e.g.. Green, 1995; Herber, 1995; Pinderhughes, 1989). 

Specifically, cross-cultural social work comprises cross-cultural assessment and 

intervention. The assessment aspect includes identification of culturaily relevant 

problems, gathering of culturally relevant data, and interpretation/analysis of 

psychosocial problems in a culnirally sensitive manner (e.g., Pinderhughes, 1989). The 

intervention aspect entails planning, decision-making and acting on the basis of the cross- 

cultural assessment. The anecdotal literature on case-based instruction claims that it is 

effective for problem solving skills (e.g., Allen, 1995; Shulman, 1992; Wassermann, 

1993) and has been used in difTerent fields to develop skills in the application of 

concepts, principles, and theones (e.g., Dooley & Skinner, 1977; Wassermann, 1993). 

Finally, case-based instruction has the potential to increase students' motivation to leam 

more about the subject matter (e.g., McKeachie, 1999; Shuhan, 1992). 

However, it has been reported in the literature that not al1 students may have the 

necessary skills to l e m  fiom case-based instruction (e.g., Cossom, 1991; Ertmer, 

Newby, & McDougal, 1996). Self-regulated learning is suggested to be an important 
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a learner characteristic that rnediates leaming fiom case-based instruction. Self-regulation 

is defined as "the ability and motivation to implement, monitor and evaluate various 

leaniing strategies for the purpose of facilitating knowledge growth." (Ertmer et al., 

1996). Interestingly, the activities that reportedly foster self-regulated learning such as 

active leaming, problem solving, collaborative learning are those inherent in case-based 

instniction. In other words, the skills fostercd through casz-basèd instruction are those 

possessed by high self-regulators (Ertrner et al., 1996). Therefore, there might be a 

reciprocal relationship between case-based instruction and self-regulation. To this 

researcher's knowledge, no controlled experiment has been conducted so far to examine 

the daims of positive interaction between case-based instruction and levels of learner 

self-regulation. 

a While many have written about the perceived merits of case-based instruction, 

there is little empirical evidence to vdidate its effectiveness in any content area. Shulman 

(1 992) asserted "we do not really have evidence that case-based approaches work any 

better than lecture or discussion." (p. 22). Likewise, McKeachie (1994) notes "in view of 

the conthuing popularity of the case method, it is surprising that so linle research has 

been done on its effectiveness." (p. 16 1). Similarly, in a review of the literanire on the 

evaluation of case-based instruction, Masoner (1 988) has found mostly "anecdotal 

evidence, unpublished d e s ,  and a smail assortment of unrelated and non-cumulative 

published studies" (Keinfield, 1991, p. 3). The little research that has been conducted so 

far on case-based instruction has yielded conflicting results. These inconsistent findings 

might be due to: (a) flawed research designs, (b) inconsistent or unsound use of case- 

based instruction, aad/or (c) lack of investigation of attribute-treatment interactions. 
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0 These issues were considered carefully in the present study. This study compared the 

effectiveness of case-based instruction and traditional lecture-discussions in enhancing 

students' multicultural social work cornpetence and self-regulated learning. In addition, 

interactions between the method of instruction and various demographic variables 

including age, gender, social work experience, ethnicity, history of immigration, leveis of 

self-regulated leaming, and GPA were investigated. 

bistemoloaicd Foundations of Cross-Cultural Practice 

De finition 

Definitions of multicultural practice can be characterized as either inclusive or 

exclusive. Some authors adopt a definition of cross-cultural practice which includes 

characteristics such as racial/ethnic identity, religion, gender, physical ability, 

a socioeconornic status, national identity, lifestyle, etc (e.g., Pedersen, 1988; Sue, Bernier, 

Burran, Feinberg, Pedersen, & Smith, 1982; Vontress, 1988). From this perspective, al1 

cross-cultural practice is to some degree cross-cultural since al1 individuals are unique in 

their cultural characteristics. Therefore, this conceptualization of the constnict involves 

virtually unlimited combinations of client/practitioner dyads. Although this 

conceptualization of cross-cultural practice is based on a legitimate definition of culture, 

there are those who are concerned that it mi& dilute the concems of ethnic minonty 

groups. Other theonsts restrict the scope of multicultural practice to a situation where the 

client and the practitioner are from different racidetbnic backgrounds (e.g., Hobbs, 

1982; Locke, 1990; Yumenka, 1995). Those who adopt this point of view do not 

downplay the importance of the other cultural elements. They rather hold that the 

meanings given to such factors as gender and lifestyle are shaped by ethnic and racial 
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factors. In the present study, multiculturaVcross-culRual practice is defmed as "any 

counselling relatimship in which two or more of the participants differ with respect to 

cultural background, values, and lifestyle" (Sue, Bernier, Burran, Feinberg, Pedersen, & 

Smith, 1982) and culture is defined as "al1 of the values and belief systems, ways of 

thinking, acting, and responding." (Kendall, 1983, p. 13). 

Knowledee-Base of Cross-Cultural Practice 

Formal knowledge about cross-cultural competence is in its embryonic stage. 

Formal knowledge refers to knowledge produced through scientific research 

(Fenstermacher, 1993). As Yutnenka (1 995) reported, "the cross-culturai research 

domain is being defined, methodological and conceptual limitations abound, and the 

volume of research being conducted and ultimatel y being published remains relative1 y 

small" (p. 198). Also, the effect of culture and ethnicity on practice outcomes remains 

unclear (Christensen, 1 980; Ponterotto & Casas, 199 1 ; Sue, 1 99 1 ; Zane & Sue, 199 1 ; 

Yutrzenka, 1995). What is known is that more sophisticated research is needed in this 

area (e.g., Ridley et al., 1994; YutrZenka, 1995). Therefore, the knowledge base for 

crossîultural practice is drawn fiom theoretical and practical knowledge, and not fkom 

formal knowledge. 

Percepnial Psychology Theory is one of the theories used to explain the 

importance of crossîultural competence. Kurt Lewin (1 95 1) fust conceptualized the 

importance of a person's "perceptual field" in the psychological treatment of the client; he 

subsequently developed the percepnial psychology theory. Comps, Richards, and 

Richards (1 976) defined the perceptual field as "The entire universe, including himself, 

as it is experienced by the individual at the instance of action." (p. 22). The authors 
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asserted that, for any given individual, hisher perceptual field defines hisher reality. 

Therefore, Comps (1 97 1) argued, helper's success would depend on the degree to which 

they understand the perceptual worlds of their clients, and the extent to which they are 

skillfûl in helping their clients change their perceptions of themselves and their 

surroundings. Christensen (198 1) argued that cross-culturally incompetent counselors 

risk perceiving culturally dissimilar groups in accordance with their limited perceptual 

fields (see also Pinderhughes, 1989; Ponteroto & Casas, 1991). 

Components of Cross-Cultural Cornpetence 

During the past two decades, cross-cultural theorists mainly in social work 

practice (e.g. Chau, 1 989, 1990, 199 1, De Anda, 1984; Gelfand & Fandetti, 1986; Green, 

1995; Hayes & Singh, 1992; Heaiy, 1988; Ho, 199 1 ; Hoyos, Hoyos, & Anderson, 1986; 

9 
Latting, 1990; Latting & Zundel, 1986; Montiel & Wong, 1983; Ronnau, 1994; Van 

Soest, 1994) and counsellor education (eg. Lefley, 1 986; Locke, 1990; Ponteroto & 

Casas, 199 1 ) have offered an array of descriptions of the competent cross-cultural 

practitioner. However, most of these conceptuai models of crossîultural competence are 

not comprehensive because they place more emphasis on one cultural element than on 

another (Garcia, 1994). Due to the fiagmented nature and the lack of operational 

dennitions of these competencies, measurement of cross-cultural social work has, until 

recently, been dificuit. 

Lately, progress has k e n  made in delineating a conceptually so8md and 

operationally defmed mode1 of cross-cultural practice. The Professional Standards 

Comrnittee of the Association for Multiculturai Counseling and Development has 

proposed 3 1 competencies as a standard for cmiculum refom and training for the 
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helping professions (Sue, Arredondo, & McDavis, 1992). The committee has d m  

heavily upon and expanded the work of Sue et al. (1982). The cornpetencies provided by 

the committee are classified into the three dimensions of an overall multicultural 

competence: (1) cultural awareness, (2) cultural knowledge, and (3) cultural skills. This 

conceptualization of cross-cultural competence is the most inclusive and the most widely 

accepted by the helping professions, including social work (Garcia, 1 996). Presented 

below is a bief overview of each of the dimensions of cross-cultural competence. Al1 of 

the existing measurement instruments with known psychometric properties are based on 

the work of Sue et al. ( 1982; 1992). 

Culnual Awareness. The culturally competent practitioner is culturally aware. 

That is, the culturally competent clinician is aware of hisfher own world view, biases, 

how he/she is the product of his/her cultural socialization, and how this may affect the 

helping process. He/she is cognizant of the client's culture, beliefs, and values. She/he 

holds accurate assurnptions and attitudes about persons fiom different cultural 

backgrounds than hisher own. She/he respects and appreciates the world views of 

culturally different clients as another legitimate perspective (Sue et al., 1982). 

The necessity for mental heaith professionals to develop self-awareness has been 

emphasized throughout the literature ( e g ,  Manoleas, 1994; Pinderhughes, 1989; Ridley 

et al., 1994; Yutrzenka, 1995). Since clinicians are not value neutral, they bring their 

cultural beliefs, values, expectation, and biases to the client/practitioner interface; this 

influences their assessrnent and intervention approaches. Therefore, clinicians who have 

not achieved cultural self-awareness are prone to unwittingly imposing their values on 

their clients. 
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Cultural Knowledpe. The culturafly competent practitioner is cuiturally 

knowledgeable. This includes knowledge of both the micm and the rnacro aspects of 

cross-cultural practice. In other words, the culturaîly competent practitioner knows the 

personal and social aspects of the theoretical underpinnings of cross-cultural practice. For 

example, shehe understands the culnird interpretations of client problems and the factors 

contributing to the underutilizations of services by disadvantaged groups (e.g., Manoleas, 

1994; Pinderhughes, 1989; Ridley et al., 1994; Yutrzenka, 1995). As well, the cross- 

culturaily competent clinician must be aware of the fact that multiple definitions exist for 

important concepts in multicultural human services such as culture, rnulticulturalism, and 

cross-cultural cornpetence (Ridley et al., 1994). 

Cross-Cultural Skills. The culturally competent practitioner possesses certain 

a cross-cultural skills. Johnson (1 987) contended that cross-cultural training needed to go 

beyond "knowing that" and move toward "knowing how" to provide competent mental 

hedth services with culturally diverse clients. It is necessary to ernploy strategies to form 

appropriate helping relationships with culturally different clients and to appropriately and 

accurately communicate with thern. The ability to use culhirally appropnate 

interventions, including the use of traditional helpers and indigenous support networks is 

important. Finally, the culturally competent practitioner has a repertoire of culturally 

informed advocacy skills, including networking with the local community advocates. One 

of the objectives of multicultural counseling training in the APA's Cornmittee on 

Multiculhiral Counseling Cornpetencies report (Sue et al., 1992) is the development of 

culturally appropriate assessrnent, research, and intervention skills in trainees. 

Fenstennacher (1993) has referred to this kind of knowledge as "performance knowledge 
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a " What epistemologists have generally called "know-how" ski11 knowledge, or competent 

performance is referred to here as "performance knowledge" (p. 25). 

The Methods of Instruction Compared in the Present Studv 

Case-Based Instmction 

What is case-based instruction? Dooley and Skinner (1977) asserted that 

there are as many ways of teaching with cases as there are case instnictors. Thcy believed 

that the only shared chamteristic of case-based instruction is the use of case studies. 

Shulman (1992) argued "the case method of teaching does not exist." (p. 2). Instead, 

Shulman (1 992) believed that there are case methods of teaching. 

Ways of teaching with cases differ in the kind of cases used, the role of the 

instructor, the level of student involvement, and the ensuing discussion approaches. 

0 
Teaching cases can vary in format (for instance, length) and in content (for instance, the 

inclusion or not of expert opinion). Levels of student participation in case-based 

instruction Vary along the active-passive continuum, while the instmctor's discussion 

leading style varies along the facilitative-directive continuum (Eakine, 198 1). Purposes 

for using case-based instruction Vary depending on the knowledge base of that field and 

the kinds of leaming outcomes sought. As Merseth (1991) puts it, "to a remarkable 

extent, the purposes and use of the case method tum on the nature of the body of 

knowledge that exists in the professional field." (p. 9). Cases may be analyzed 

individually or in small groups, in class or outside of class. Cases may be discussed 

inductively (widely adopted in business education) or deductively (traditionally used in 

legal education) (Prion, 1994). Ways of teaching with cases Vary fiom field to field and 

even within fields. However, the applied fields with a well established history of case- 
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based instruction (notably business, law and medicine), have developed a traditional way 

of teaching with cases. In the next section, case-based instruction in these fields will be 

reviewed. This will include the history, the purposes for using case-based instruction, the 

epistemological rationale for using case-based instruction, and the ways of teaching with 

cases in each of these professions. 

Case-based instruction in lepal education. Case-based instruction2 in legd 

education was first established by Christopher Langdell who became the dean of Harvard 

Law School in 1870 (Williams, 1992). Dean Langdell viewed case-based teaching as the 

best way of mastering the legai doctrine. However, proponents of traditional instruction 

opposed the case method calling it an "abomination" (Teich, 1986, p. 170). To this day it 

remains a controveaial approach in legal education. Nonetheless, by 19 1 5, most 

prestigious schools of law adopted case-based instruction (McNair, 1954) and currently. 

case-based instruction is the predominant method of legd education in the United States 

(Teich, 1986). One of the expressed purposes of case-based instruction in legal education 

is to prepare law students to "think like a lawyer." (Stevens, 1983). In addition, students' 

reasoning abilities are expected to be enhanced through this method of instruction. 

Students use deductive logic to l e m  legal precedents from cases. Williams (1992) 

argued that case-based instruction is particularly suited for a cornmon law legal system. 

She stated "when a large number of judges had made the same decision in similar cases, 

the decision became common law, an unwritten rule that existed only in the record of 

cases." (p. 378). Williams concluded "fiom an epistemological perspective, law is much 

like history; it lach a comprehensive theory that allows a professor to present 

information easily in an abstract fom." (p. 378). 
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Socratic dialogue prevails in law schools that use case-based instruction (e.g., 

Christensen, 1987; Merseth, 199 1). Law students in a typical case-based instruction 

course discuss court decision of appellate cases. Students are expected to analyze cases 

on theù own and identiQ the type of case, relevant facts and issues, the decision, and the 

reason for that decision. In the larger class, the professor calls upon a student to 

summarize the case. Using socratic methods of discussion, the professor then asks 

questions to test students' ability to abstract d e s  fiom the case. To define boundaries 

between situations in which rules abstracted kom the case apply and situations in which 

they do not apply, the professor often asks about hypotheticai variations of the assigned 

case (Williams, 1992). Case-based instruction in legal education has &en been criticized 

for adopting the "sink or swim" approach by treating students as experts, when they are 

only novices (Carter, 1995). 

Case-based instruction in business education. In business education, case-based 

instruction was started by Dean Wallace Donham of Harvard Business School who took 

office in 19 19. The case method is currently the primary method of instruction in Harvard 

Business School and other business education institutions in North American including 

the School of Business Administration at the University of Western Ontario (Erskine, 

Leenders, & Mafiette-Leenders, 198 1). 

The often stated purpose of case-based instruction in business education is to 

educate students in the skills of andysis, decision-making and problem-solving (Dooley 

& Skinner, 1 977; Erskine, 1 98 1 ; Merseth, 199 1 ). Case-based instruction is also used in 

business education to help snidents evaluate the consequences of their decisions (Erskine, 

2 Tenned the case method in legal education. 
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The instructor role in a case-based course in business varies dong the facilitative- 

directive continuum. In business education, "case instructors ask questions to guide the 

discussion--to engage students as vicarious participants and analysts-Owithout a 

predetermined conclusion in view." (Merseth, 199 1, p. 8). Merseth (1 99 1) contrasted this 

inductive approach to case-based instruction to the deductive strategy used in legal 

education. He concluded that the inductive approach is appropriate in professions such as 

business and teaching where the knowledge-base is less stmctured. Unlike Law, contexts 

in business and teaching may Vary so widely that previous solutions or precedents are 

inappropriate. In these relatively less-stnicnired domains, professionals must generate 

solutions to problems. 

Case-based instruction in medical education. In 1984, the American Association 

of Medical Colleges published a report calling for a refom of medical education. Among 

other concems, the report contained accusations of overemphasis on recall of factual 

information and poor problem-solving and diagnostic skills arnong graduates of medical 

schools. As a result, the report called for the consideration of case-based instruction3 as 

an alternative to traditional medical education. 

Also known as probiem-based learning, this method is characterized by small 

cooperative learning groups. Snidents often meet in small tutorial groups to analyze and 

diagnose the medicai problems of a hypothetical patient (Williams, 19%). Case-based 

instruction in medical education is highly smdent directed. Students typically work on 

problems constmcted fiom the acnia records of patients. These problems are often 

presented to students as the patient presented hem to the doctor (Williams, 1992). The 

3 Termed problem-based fearning in medical education 
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a tutonal groups are lead by instructors who provide students with guidance as the students 

are engaged in inquiry. 

nie purpose for using case-based instruction in medical education is most ofien 

said to be the enhancement of medical problem solving skills. Students leam how to look 

for the missing information and make decisions on the basis of data. Generally, patient 

prohlems are presented to students as symptoms without additional explmation. niry 

then generate hypotheses and obtain the information they are missing in order to make a 

diagnosis. 

Case-based instruction in teacher education. More than a decade ago, the 

Arnerican Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (1985) recomrnended shifting 

away from emphasis on acquisition of factual information toward the encouragement of 

e critical thinking and problem-solving (Sikula, 1990). In 1986. both the Carnegie 

Commission and the Holmes Group published a report criticizing the traditional didactic 

approach to teacher education. The two reports called for more active role of students in 

their learning. Since then, there has been a growing interest arnong educational theonsts 

and teacher educators in case-based instruction (Carter, 199 1 ; Doyle, 1990; Kleinfeld, 

199 1, 1992; Merseth, 1 99 1 ; Shulman, 1 992; Wassermann, 1993, 1994). These scholars 

view case-based instruction as a vehicle for fostering active student involvement, self- 

reflection, problem-solving, analysis, decisionmaking, and critical thinking. 

Collier (1995) discussed case-based instructional approaches in teacher education 

in ternis of the five conceptual orientations described by Feiman-Nemser (1 990). niese 

are the academic, the technical, the social-criticai, the practical, and the personal 

orientation. The academic orientation to teacher education mainly focuses on the 
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development of subject matter knowledge. The purpose of case-based instruction falling 

within this category is "developing subject matter specific thinking and reasoning skills 

that ailowed teachers to quickly generate alternative strategies and evaluate those 

strategies, based on continuaily shifting conjectures about student thinking, motivations, 

and beliefs." (Bamett, 199 1, p. 1). The technical orientation to teaching emphasizes the 

development of skills and knowledge drawn h m  the research on teacher effectiveness 

(Feiman-Nemser, 1990). Case-based instruction has been used within this framework to 

foster the mastery of specific knowledge and skills. Collier believes that the uses of case- 

based instruction by Broudy (1990), Easterly (1 992), and some of the work of Kleinfeld 

(1 992) fa11 into this category. For example, Easterly (1992) presented various classroom 

management approaches to her students and asked them to write case reports synthesizing 

data from their teaching sites, and materials from textbooks, lectures, etc. The practical 

orientation to teaching focuses on fostering problem solving and the analyses of teaching 

and learning. In case-basrd instruction used within the practical orientation to teaching, 

problem-solving and decision-making are emphasized and professional judgment and 

multiple solutions are encouraged. The proponents of this orientation to teaching see 

knowledge essential for teachers as "contexual, interactive, and speculative." (Clark & 

Larnpert, 1986). Collier believes that the bulk of case-based instruction in teacher 

education befits this orientation. Most of the leading advocates of case-based instruction 

in teacher education (e.g., Merseth, 199 1 ; 1992; J. Shulman, 1992; L. Shulman, 1992; 

Wassermann, 1993, 1994) promote this orientation. However, it should be noted that J. 

Shulman and L. Shulman advocate for multiple uses of cases (see, J. Shulman, 1992; L. 

Shulman, 1986, 1987, 1992). Another view of teaching is offmeci by the social critical 
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0 orientation. In this orientation, educatoe are viewed as political actors and teachers 

(Merseth, 199 1). The purpose of case-based instruction used within this framework is to 

develop critical thinking. Teachers are encouraged to recognize, analyze, and reflect upon 

critical moral and ethical issues and propose changes (Merseth, 1991). Collier classified 

the work of Grant (1992) and some o f  the cases developed by Kleinfeld (1 992) into this 

orientation. Finally, the personal/developmental orientation to teaching viervs teacher 

education as a process of understanding, developing, and using oneself effectively 

(Feiman-Nemser, 1990). Collier reported that cases fully befitting this conceptual 

orientation are yet to be published. However, several scholars placed emphasis on the 

importance of taking learnea' prior knowledge, developmental levels, approaches to 

leaming, and beliefs into consideration in case-based instruction (Greenwood & Parkay, 

e 1989; Harrington, 199 1 ; Kleinfeld, 1992; Levin, 1995). 

Case-based instruction in social work education. There is evidence of a long 

history of case use in social work for variety of purposes, which are different from the 

purposes for using case-based instruction in the fields of business education, legal 

education, medical education, and teacher education. For instance, case study as a 

research methodology, originated in social work (Stake, 1995). The pedagogical use of 

cases has also been documented in the social work literature. A variety of social work 

case studies have been published that could be used for pedagogicai purposes (e.g., 

Perlman, 1957; Pincus & Minahan, 1973). However, these cases are usually used only as 

examples to depict specific models of social work practice rather than to engage students 

in problem-solving (Perlman, 1 95 7; Pincus & Minahan, 1973 j. 
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A search of the social work literature shows only one occasion of the systematic 

use of case-based instruction (Cossom, 1991). In that account, Cossom handed out cases 

one week in advance for individual student preparation. Students then discussed the cases 

in small groups, followed by large class discussions. A questionnaire and discussions 

about case-based instruction were used to evaluate this method of instruction. The 

majority of the students (76%) were satisfied ivith case-based instruction. The advatagas 

of case-based instruction reported by the students were similar to those found in the 

literature in business and teacher education. First, students reported that the cases 

broadened their perspectives because they encountered a variety of views about the cases 

being analyzed. Second, they felt they gained awareness of their own ideological system 

as they dealt with "a wide range of values, beliefs and assessments which often divergeci 

sharply fiom their own." (p. 149). Another advantage recognized by many students was 

that case-based hstniction put them in the role of the practitioner and forced them to 

make professional decisions. Because cases are not real life, students felt safe to make 

decisions "without having to live with them." (p. 150). In contrast, a minority of the 

students (24%) were not satisfied with their Iearning experience in case-based instruction. 

These students reported being "frustrated with the absence of the correct answers, and the 

lack of a clear decision or a consensus about what should be done in a particular case." 

(p. 150). 

Summarv of the advantaaes of case-based instruction. Cases are used to teach 

principles or theories and to provide practice with theù application . Many teacher 

education scholars believe that the goal of case-based instruction is to link theory and 

practice into a contexualized knowledge (Boyce, 1993; Carter, 1992; Cowalski, 1 990; 
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Grossman, 1992; Kleinfeld, 1992; Shulman, 1992; White & McNergy, 199 1). For 

example, Shulman (1 992) argued that case analysis "drives students to explore ever 

deeper reasons for applying principles in a particular way." (p. 3). Boyce (1993) reported 

that case-based instruction is used in preservice training of physical education teachers to 

bridge the gap between theory and practice. Kleinfeld (1 992) viewed the strength of case- 

based instniction as the creation of a context for prospective teachers '?O spot the 

important issues in a cornplex, muddy situation and learn how to apply general 

principles." (p. 34). In legal education, The main purpose of case-based instruction is to 

teach legal principles (e.g., Shulman, 1 992). In the business context, Christensen (1 987) 

noted, "When successful, the case method of instruction produces a manager grounded in 

theory and abstnict knowledge, and, more important, able to apply those elements." 

(p.32). Graham and Cline (1 980) argued that one of the purposes of case-based 

instruction is to study similar situations that share a common, more abstract concept or 

principle. 

Numerous scholars and practitioners in professional education believe that one of 

the main advantages of case-based instruction is teaching problem-solving and higher 

level thinking skills. Several authors (e.g., Boyce, 1993; Grossman, 1992; Merseth, 1992; 

Silverman, Welty, & Lyon, 1994b; White & McNergy, 1991) report that case-based 

instruction enables students to analyze and develop solutions for situations which will be 

encountered in the real world. Similarly, in business education, Leenders and Erskine 

(1978) explained that case-based instruction gives students the opportunity to put 

themseives in the problem-solver's shoes. Merseth (1992) viewed case-based instruction 

as an oppomuiity to link diagnosis of classroom problems with possible teacher actions. 
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Merseth (1 992) argued that decision-making cases support the development of analytic 

and decision-making skills and asserted that such cases are "designed specifically to 

develop the power to analyze a situation, to formulate action plans, and then evaluate 

those actions with respect to specific context variables." (p. 53). Boyce (1993) reported 

that case-based instruction is used to show students that problems have more than one 

solution. Graham and C h e  (1980) argued that case-based instruction c m  help midents 

learn to examine multiple perspectives before reaching a solution. Another purpose for 

employing case-based instruction is the developrnent of critical thinking skills (Boehrer 

& Linsky, 1990). Case-based instruction requires and thus supports higher order thinking 

(Christensen & Hansen, 1987; Wassermann, 1993). Case-based instruction helps students 

achieve the cognitive flexibility necessary for professionals to bct ion competently in 

\O 
ill-structured domains. Both Graham and C h e  (1980) and Shulman (1 992) explained 

that one of the strengths of case-based instruction is its ability to mode1 modes of 

thinking in many fields. Thus, case-based instniction helps students l e m  to think 

professionally (Kleinfeld, 1992). 

Another often cited rationale for the use of case-based instruction is the 

encouragement of reflection. Numerous scholars, notably in teacher education, argued 

that case-based instruction helps students develop reflectivity (Grossman, 1992; Richert, 

1992; White & McNergy, 199 1). Richert (1 992) believes that "case methods provide 

fertile ground for facilitating reflection in teaching." (p. 158). Case-based instruction 

helps students develop self-awareness and awareness of the ethical and moral dilemmas 

confronting human services professionals. As Wassermann (1 993) put it "you are 

contùiuaily challenged to choose for yourself. In that process, you leam about the values 
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you hold that guide your choices. As values become clearer, choice inevitably becomes 

more informed." @. 23). This helps students integrate self into the developing teacher 

role (Merseth, 199 1) and to enhance their interpersonal skills. Finally, case-based 

instruction helps students become familiar with analysis and decision-making in cornplex 

"lifelike" situations. 

Retention of knowledge is another reported objective of using case-based 

instruction. Leenders and Enkine (1978) argued that using cases which are hi& in 

imagery enhances the retention of knowledge. Neufield (1974) reported that one of the 

advantages of clinical cases in a medical curriculum is the greater retention of 

information, 

It is also argued throughout the literature that case-based instruction is a good 

student motivator (e.g., Neufield, 1974; Shulman, 1992; Wassermann, 1994). For 

example, Wassermann (1994) argued that cases are natural motivators because students 

are challenged to get more information to solve problems. 

Limitations of case-based instruction. Fewer limitations of case-based instruction 

are reported in the literature, as compared to advantages (Armistead, 1984; Beckrnan, 

1972; C hristensen & Hansen, 1987; Graham & Che ,  1980; McAninch, 1993; Pigor & 

Pigor, 196 1 ; Shulman, 1992). Some of the suggested shortcomings of case-based 

instruction seem to be inherent in the type of instruction itself, while others are due to 

misconceptions about it (Prion, 1994). Shulrnan (1 992) suggested that case writing is 

time consurning and the creation of cases is costly. On the basis of the arnount of content 

covered in a given tirne period, case-based instruction is less efficient than traditional 

lecture (Graham & C h e ,  1980; Shutman, 1992). However, many educators convincingly 
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a argue that the process and depth of coverage are more important than the arnount of 

content covered (e.g., Allen, 1995; Lohman, 1993). As Lohman (1993) puts it "the motto 

mi@ be "less is more" (p. 21). Another alleged limitation is that case-based instruction is 

difficult to teach (Graham & Che ,  1980; Shulman, 1992) since: (a) case-based 

instruction is less orderly and discussions are more prone to be diverted to trivial issues 

as compared to more teacher-centered approaches (Beckman, 1972); (b) case-basad 

instruction may demand more preparation fiom the instmctor than a straight lecture 

(Graham & Cline, 1980); and (c) some teachers may feel threatened by their perceived 

lack of control over the content and the classroom processes. Clearly, al1 of these issues 

can be resolved as they originate in the perception, effort, and skills of the case-based 

instruction facilitator. Finally, it is suggested in the literature (e.g., Cossom, 199 1 ; Ertmer 

i. 
et al., 1996) that some students are not prepared cognitively and affectively to learn 

successfully from case-based instruction. Of particular importance is the suggestion that 

students with low levels of self-regulation are ill-prepared to leam from case-based 

instruction (Ertmer et al., 1996). 

Case-based instruction and self-reaulated leamina As stated above, one of the 

aileged limitations of case-based instruction is that learners with low self-regulation skills 

might not simply be ready to learn from it. Ertmer et al. (1 996) ) argued that there might 

be a reciptocal relationship between case-based instruction and self-regulated Leaming. 

Specifically, students with low self-regulation skills might not have the skills needed to 

l e m  well fiom case-based instruction; however, the processes inherent in case-based 

instruction might enhance their self-regulation skills (Ertmer et al., 1996). These 
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processes include active leaming in a meaningful context, collaborative leaming, problem 

solving, and reflection (Ertmer etal., 1996; Resnick & Klopfer, 1989). 

Cross-cultural social work and case-based instruction. It is reported throughout 

the literature that a safe, open, and tnisting environment which is conducive to fiee 

expression of feelings and attitudes is essential to the success of cross-cultural 

competence instruction (e.g., Kagwa; 1 976; Latting, 1 990; Romau, 1 991). Kagwa 

assexted that "it is the responsibility of the instnictor to set the tone, to create the kind of 

climate in which students will feel fiee to discuss feelings, values, and attitudes 

honestly . " (p. 3 1 ). Kagwa further explained that students should be made to feel that they 

will not be condemned if they harbor negative feelings. 

Obviously, as in teacher education, the knowledge-base in cross-culturd social 

work is evolving and crossîultural social work is a highly ill-structureci domain. As a 

result, arguments put fonvard by many scholars for the use of case-based instruction in 

the ill-stnictured domains of law, business, and teacher education (e.g., Merseth, 1991) 

also apply in cross-cultural social work. Case-based instruction seems to hold promise for 

supporting al1 three components of cross-cultural competence. As discussed in the 

following literature review, there is some empirical evidence pointing toward the 

suitability of case-based instruction to address teacher biases, prejudices, and to foster the 

development of positive attitude toward multiculturalism (Kleinfeld, 1 99 1 ; Shulman, 

1992b; S u h a ,  1993). It is therefore logical that the same might be hue for case-based 

instruction in crossîultural social work. Furthemore, case-based instruction might be the 

most suitable method for fostering cross-cultural knowledge. The knowledge dimension 

of cross-cultural competence consists of fatuai, propositional knowledge. As mentioned 
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earlier, Shulman (1 992) argued that case-based instruction is likely to work well in 

teaching theoretical principles. He asserted that "cases are occasions for offering theones 

to explain why certain actions are appropriate." (p. 3). The bulk of case-based instruction 

is used for this purpose in legal education. Finally, it is argued throughout the literature 

that cases are strongest in fostering the development of analysis, problem-solving, and 

critical thinking skills. These skills are important for the cross-cultural competence 

dimension of cross-cultural skills. As stated earlier, social work is a problem solving 

process (e.g., Compton & Galaway, 1994; Green, 1995). It therefore seems that case- 

based instruction might work well in enhancing cross-cultural skills. 

In sumrnary, case-based instruction holds great promise for cross-cultural social 

work instruction. Case-based instruction addresses the practical issues faced in 

professional education. Case-based instruction seems to provide a safe environment for 

students to practice realistic cross-cultural problem resolution, rather than being 

immersed in the field without adequate preparation. In other words, it offers vicarious 

experiences for students rather than direct experiences. It thus seems to bridge the gap 

between the "academic" environment of the classroom and the "actual" professionaf 

practice in the field. Hence, it apparently protects both the novice student and the clients, 

while at the same time fostering quality learning. In addition, case-based instruction 

seems to befit the theories proposed by cross-cultural social work educators to guide 

instruction in this field. For example, Gladstein and Mailick (1 986) stressed the relevance 

of andragogy to cross-cultural social work instruction, "An andragogic approach credits 

the utility of Iife experience and suggests the necessity of starting where the student is" 

(p. 46). Similarty, using Paulo Freire's (1970) theory to teach multicultural social work 
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a has often been proposed. Like case-based instruction, this theory emphasizes the 

importance of presentation of material as a problem to wrestle with, not as a piece of 

knowledge to be stored. Case-based instruction is also congruent with the instructional 

frameworks and models supported by many leaders in the field of instructionai 

psychology. For example, Scardamalia & Bereiter (1 989) support the conception of 

teaching as producing conceptual change. In this conception of teaching, like case-based 

instruction, "leaming is seen as transformative rather than a merely cumulative process" 

(Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1989, p.39). Likewise, Leinhardt (1993) defended the 

framework of viewing teachers as facilitators. Leinhardt explained the facilitator 

approach to teaching: "In these collaborative models, the student constructs knowledge 

systematically under guided social conditions" (p.3). Finally, Brown et al. (1 989) 

* proposed the cognitive apprentice mode1 which, like case-based instruction, emphasizes 
$ 

the development of cognitive skills in authentic, contexualized activities. Williams (1 992) 

suggested that cognitive apprenticeship is a fonn of case-based instruction that might 

help us overcome the limitations reportediy associated with previous implementations of 

case-based instruction. Therefore, empirical examination of meds of case-based 

instruction for cross-cultural social work is highly warranted. 

The Lecture Method 

Variations in Lechirina Styles. The lecture method continues to be the prevailing 

method of instruction in higher education (McKeachie, 1999). Lectures can be flexible in 

that various pedagogical principles can be hcorporated in them (Frederick, 1986; 

Saroyan & Snell, 1997). For example, Saroyan and Snell (1997) characterized three types 

of lecturing styles: content-driven, context-driven, and pedagogy-driven. They defmed a 
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content-dnven lectu~es as conveying relatively large amounts of information without 

incorporating activities to help students learn the content and they concluded that this was 

a good example of Ramsdens'(1992) "teaching as telling" theory. According to them, the 

context-driven lecture went beyond merely transrnitting information as it included such 

activities as interaction with patients. According to Saroyan and Snell, the context-driven 

lecture seemed closer to Ramsden's (1992) theory in wkch teaching is viewed as making 

leaming possible. Finally, Saroyan and Snell reported that the pedagogy-driven lecture 

incorporated clearly articulated leaming objectives, limited content, summary, a short 

evaiuation, and handouts. The authors have also placed this lecture in the "making 

leaming possible" theory within Ramsden's (1 992) framework. 

A number of pedagogical principles of good lecturing have been reported in the 

literature (Frederick, 1986; McKeachie, 1999; Saroyan & Snell, 1997). The elements of 

good lecturing synthesized fiom this literature include: (a) at the beginning of each class, 

summarizing the concepts covered in the previous class and linking it to the present topic; 

(b) presenting an outline showing the structure of each lecture at the out set (using either 

the blackboard or an overhead projector); (c) asking students questions about the main 

points of the present lecture topic before starting the lecture; (d) limiting the content of 

each lecture to avoid student cognitive overload; (e) using examples and metaphors 

fiequently to illustrate concepts; (f) encouraging students to stop the lecturer and ask 

questions or disagree during the lecture; (g) poshg questions to students during lectures 

to check student understanding; (h) providing a summary of what has been covered fiom 

time to t h e ;  (i) idonning students when the lecturer moves fiom one topic to another; 
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(i) at the end of each topic, telling students what topic would be covered next; (k) afler 

fuiishing the lecture, giving students a chance to ask questions or raise a point; (1) at the 

end of each lecture, giving students a few minutes to write the summary of the main 

concepts in the lecture; and (m) at the end of the class, linking the concepts covered that 

day to those which would be covered the following week. 

Advanta~es of Lectures. Severd ûdvantages of lectunng have bcxn çitad in the 

literature. First, lecturing is an efficient method of consolidating and cornmunicating 

information dispersed over a variety of sources (McKeachie, 1999). Second, lecturing can 

be relatively inexpensive since it can accommodate large nurnbers of students (Saroyan 

and Snell, 1997). Third, lectures can be interactive since students' involvement in their 

own learning can be fostered in planning and delivering lectures (Frederick, 1986). In 

addition, lectures can provide an opportunity for modelling expert thinking. Finally, 

lectures may be used to promote student motivation to learn about the subject matter 

(McKeachie, 1999). 

Limitations of lectures. A variety of shortcomings of lectures have been 

mentioned in the literature. It is argued throughout the literature that lecturing does not 

promote higher order thinking, application of knowledge (Gibbs et al., 1 987), attitude 

change, problem solving skills, and independent learning (e.g., McKeachie et al., 1986; 

McKeachie, 1999.). Poor student attention during lectures is cited as another limitation of 

this method of instruction (Gibbs et ai., 1987). 

Lecturing and cross-cultural comwtence. Although references to the use of other 

pedagogical strategies exist in the iiteratwe, the lecture is widely used to teach cross- 

e culturai cornpetence. Ridley et al. (1994) argued that "most published accounts of 
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multicultural training indicate a heavy reliance on traditional teaching tools-didactic 

lectures and readllig and writing assignments" (p. 262). Crompton (1974) explained that 

the teacher-centered orientation of teaching cross-cultural social work consists of 

lectures, guest lecturers, slides, papers, and examinations However, Ridley et al. (1994) 

suggested, while the traditional didactic teaching methods are important, they are 

insufficient. As Ceinhardt (1 493) explained "nie fundamental problem with the didactic 

approach is that it has no room for, and therefore does not deal with, the way in which 

either the teacher or the student might develop the rneaning and the structure of the 

materiai being Iearned." (p. 5). Chau (1990) argued "Culture-sensitive practice is value- 

laden and evokes emotions, and didactic formats are useful only to impart factual and 

descriptive content."@. 27). As a result, lecturing rnight be suitable for conveying the 

knowledge dimension of crosstultural cornpetence, but it does not seem to fit the 

culturai awareness and skills components. 

Theoretical Frarnework 

Theoretical SUD DO^^ for Case-Based Instruction. 

Various theones of learning have been suggested to explain the effectiveness of 

case-based instruction. Some of these theories like situated cognition theory and 

cognitive flexibility in ill-stnictured domains originate in cognitive psychology. Other 

theories such as Piaget's theory of cognitive development and Vygotsky's theory of 

sociocultural development are developmental theories. A description of each theory and 

its perceived relevance to case-based instruction follows. 

Situated leamine theorv. Shuhan (1992) argued that situated learning is one of 

the theories that might explain why case-based instruction is likely to work. The situated 
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learning theory (also referred to as situated cognition) is based on the notion that the 

environment is an integral part of what is learned; an activity in which knowledge is 

developed and used is inseparable from learning or cognition (Collins, Brown, & 

Newman, 1989). In other words, learning is situated in the context in which it is 

constnicted and employed (Collins et al., 1989; Griffin, 1995; Lave & Wenger, 199 1 ; 

Resnick. 1996). In situated learning, activities are conceptualized as interactions in which 

individuals and situations are CO-participants (Greeno, 1991). Concepts are therefore 

situated and progressively developed through the activity. 

There is an apparent congruence between some of the claimed strengths of case- 

based instruction and the main propositions of situated learning theory. First, situated 

learning theory holds that problem-solving should be taught in an authentic, 

a contexualized activity (Brown et al., 1989). Case-based instruction gives students the 

oppomuiity to situate mental activities in meaningful and relevant contexts. The 

specificity and localism of cases support contexualized problem solving. In other words, 

by analyzing and making decisions about realistic cases faced by professionais in the 

field, students are better prepared for real-world problems. The proponents of situated 

cognition (e.g., Brown et al., 1989) argue that knowledge constnicted through relevant 

contexts is more likely to be transferred to similar contexts than decontexualized 

knowledge acquired in a propositional, expository fom. As Feltovich, Spiro, and 

Coulson (1993) explained "knowledge is more readily available for later use if the 

settings, cognitive processes, and goals active at the t h e  knowledge needs to be used 

resembie those that were active when knowledge was acquired." (p. 200). 
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Nonetheless, it should also be recognized that the problems deait with in case- 

based instruction are not the equivaient of reality. First, as Pigor and Pigor (1961) argued, 

cases are filtered by the biases and perceptions of their authors. From the perspective of 

situated leaming theory, the problem-solving involved in case-based instruction is not 

entirely authentic in the sense that it does not depict the full cycle of the problem-solving 

process by practitioners. For example, as stated earlier, in legal education students get 

cases describing legal problems already solved and their task is to analyze the cases and 

these solutions. This analysis is by itself an authentic activity, but does not provide 

practice of the entire problem-solving process. For example, as Williams (1992) argued. 

students in case-based classroorns in legal education do not have the oppomullty to 

engage in other authentic aspects of the legal problem-solving process such as 

a interviewing clients and negotiating. Therefore, Williams (1 992) argued "neither the case 

method nor problem-based learning uses materials for the entire problem-solving cycle of 

planning, executing, evaiuating, and revising problem-solutions." (p. 416). In summary, 

although case-based instruction is a sirnulated activity and cases depict ody a slice of 

reality, it is argued that this instructional approach approximates authentic professional 

activities in that it helps students become farniliar with analysis and decision-making in 

complex "lifelike" situations. 

Cognitive flexibility. Another theory which may support the claims about the 

pedagogicai strength of cases is the theory of cognitive flexibility in ill-structured 

domains (Spuo, Vispoel, Schmitz, Samarapungavan, Boerger, 1987). Cognitive 

flexibility refers to the ski11 of suspended judgement, the ability to see the many sides of a 

question, and the ability to think clearly about key issues in complex situations. 
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Feltovitch et al. (1993) defuie an ill-stnictured domain as "one in which many concepts, 

in interaction, are pertinent to an instance or case of knowledge application, and different 

patterns of concepts might be relevant across cases that appear to be alike or that are 

categorized as being alike" @p. 200-201). Examples of ill-stnictured domains are history, 

medicine, law, teaching, and social work. Case-based instruction helps students develop 

the cognitive flexibility necessary for professionals to funetion competentiy in 

ill-structured domains. Spiro et al. ( 1987) argued: 

The best way to learn and instnict in order to attain the goal of cognitive 

flexibility in knowledge representation for future application is by a method of 

case-based presentations which treats a content domain as a landscape that is 

explored by criss-crossing it in many directions, by reexamining each site in the 

varying contexts of different neighbouring cases, and by using a variety of 

abstract dimensions for comparing cases. (p. 178). 

Piaget's theory of cognitive deveiooment. Levin (1 995) asserted that Piaget's 

theory of cognitive development provides a rationale for why discussion is essential for 

fostering learning in case-based instniction. Piaget holds that peer interactions create 

cognitive conflicts. In tm, these conflicts trigger change since children reflect on the 

conflicting ideas arising fiom peer interactions. Piaget claims that children resolve the 

disequilibrium resulting fiom the conflicts by constructing a new cognitive structure, 

(schema), which links to an existing system of schemas. Levin (1995) argued "the social 

interactions that result h m  the discussion of a case about teaching and leaming amoag a 

group of teachers has the potential for triggering cognitive conflict, hence for change to 

occur." (p. 15). 
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Similady, Donmoyer (1990) uses Piaget's (1 971) schema theory to explain Stake's 

naturalistic generalizations fiom case studies. Stake (1 995) defined naturalistic 

generalizations as "conclusions arrived at, as through personai engagement in life's flairs 

or by vicarious experience so well constnicted that the peaon feels as if it happened to 

themselves." (p. 85). Donmoyer asserted that people l e m  from case studies by 

assimiforing the vicarious experiences they get fiom th& expure to a case snidy into 

their cognitive structures of the topic. They also restructure their cognitive structures to 

accommodate the novel aspects of what they experience by their exposure to the case. 

Consequently, their cognitive structures become both more integrared (in that the subject 

of the case mean more things to them) and more differentiated (in that they can 

distinguish more kinds of issues and aspects of issues pertinent to the case). As a result, 

Donmoyer argued that "fiom the schema theory view of generalizability, the purpose of 

[case study] research is simply to expand the range of interpretations available to the 

research consumer." @. 194). Although Donmoyer and Stake discuss case studies as a 

research methodology, there is clearly an overlap between the use of case studies as a 

research tool and as a pedagogical tool. Learners in case-based instruction can be 

conceived of as research consumers provided that the case studies used are based on 

research (Grossman, 1992). Note also that Levin (1 995) focuses on case discussion as a 

medium for social interaction, while Donmoyer and Stake talk about leaming from case 

study research in general. 

V~notskv's theow of sociocultural develo~ment. According to Levin (1 999, 

Vygotsky's theory of sociocultural development is another developmental theory that 

may explain why case-based discussions are likely to foster cognitive development. 
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Vygotsky holds that higher mental functions such as categorical perception, logical 

memory, voluntary attention, and abstract thought develop through children's interactions 

with others. According to Vygotsky "every funciion in the child's cultural development 

appears twice: first on the social level, and later on the individual level; first between 

people (interpsychological), and then inside the child (intrapsychological)" (Vygotsky, 

1934/1978. p.37. as quoted in Gredler, 1997, p.246). Levin explained that, fiom 

Vygotsky's perspective, it is the case-based dialogue, and not the case per se, that fosters 

and shapes the ensuing cognitive development. 

The zone of proximal development (ZPD) is another important construct in 

Vygotsky's theory of psychological development, which might be important for 

understanding the effective use of case-based instruction. The ZPD is defined as ''the 

distance between the actual developmental level that is reflected in the child's 

independent problem-solving and the problem solving level that is accomplished with 

guidance" (Vygotsky, l930-3SA 978, p. 86, as cited by Gredler, 1997, p. 256). In case- 

based instruction, facilitators need to identify leamers' ZPD and guide them through case 

discussions to higher levels of cognitive skills and knowledge. In other words, facilitators 

need to determine the level of support (modelling, coaching. and scaffolding) that 

students need and what they cm do on their own in order to achieve certain leaming 

outcomes in a class. 

In summary, although there is linle empirical evidence to support why case-based 

instruction is effective, several authors have used various theones to explain the potential 

value of case-based instruction. Shulman (1992) argued that situated leamhg is one of 

the theones that might explain why case-based instruction is likely to work. Situated 
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@ cognition may explain why knowledge and skills developed through case-based 

instruction are more transferable than, Say, knowledge and skills acquired via the lecture 

method. Another theory which may support the claims about the pedagogical power of 

cases is the theory of cognitive flexibility in ill-stnictured domains (Spiro et d.,1987). 

This theory proposes that it is the nature of the knowledge-base in certain domains (ill- 

structured domains) that rnakes case-based instruction the best instructional approach for 

these dornains. The assurnption is that in order to function well in such ill-structured 

domains, one must possess certain cognitive characteristics including cognitive 

flexibility. Levin (1 995) has suggested that Piaget's theory of cognitive development and 

Vygotsky's theory of sociocultural development are two developrnental theories that 

provide a rationaie for why discussion is essential in fostering Ieaming in case-based 

a instruction. Piaget's theory of cognitive development emphasizes that social interactions 

lead to changes in thinking, whereas, Vygotsky's theory of sociocultural development 

holds that social interactions not only lead to a change in thinking, but they shape the 

nature of that thinking. What has not been considered so far is a theoretical h e w o r k  

for the use of case-based instruction in the context of multiculturai social work leaming. 

Theoretical Frarnework for This Study 

The theoretical framework for this study is based on the cognitive apprenticeship 

mode1 (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989, 1989) and the theory of perspective 

transformation (Mezirow, 1978, 198 1, 1989, 1990, 199 1). As Merseth (1 991) put it, "to a 

remarkable extent, the purposes and use of the case method turn on the nature of the body 

of knowledge that exists in the professionai field." (p. 9). Since the social work 

profession in general and multicultural social work in particuiar have their own 
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distinctive characteristics, this researcher hypothesized that an innovative model of case- 

based instruction combining cognitive apprenticeship and transformative learning is 

bound to yield better results than Iecturing in tems of promoting multicultural social 

work competence. Williams (1992) proposed the use of the cognitive apprenticeship 

mode1 as a form of case-based instruction. Williams argued "Because they [cognitive 

apprenticeship and anchored instruction] both cmphasize teachiny in the context of 

realistic problems or cases, they can be viewed as foms of case-based instruction." (p. 

369). In addition to principles denved fiom traditionai apprenticeships, cognitive 

apprenticeship draws upon the theory of situated cognition as well as John Dewey's 

vision of leaming-by-doing (Farnham-Diggory, 1990). 

The theory of perspective transformation, on the other hand, is based on 

a constnictivist assumptions which is "a conviction that meaning exists within ourselves 

rather than in extemal forms such as books and that personal meanings that we attribute 

to our expenence are acquired and vaiidated through human interaction and 

communication." (Mezirow, 199 1, pxiv). Transforrnative learning is defined as "the 

deveiopment of revised assumptions, premises, or perspectives on the world by means of 

criticai self-reflection." (Cranton, 1994, p. xii). 

The cognitive apprenticeship model seems to hold a greater potential in 

promoting the cross-cultural skills and knowledge dimensions of cross-culturai 

competence. Whereas, the transfomative learning theory has the potential to foster best 

the cultural awareness aspect of crosstulniral social work competence. Although 

important differences exist between the perspectives of cognitive apprenticeship and 

transformative leamiag, their main components cm be combined to explain why case- 

@ 
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a based instruction conceptualized, designed, and implemented within this integrated 

framework would best foster cross-culturai competence. This integrated model includes 

the four components of content, teaching methods, sequence, and group interactions. 

Each of these dimensions is discussed below. 

Content of Learninq. Both the cognitive apprenticeship model and transfomative 

theory go beyond transmitting the subject matter content. nie  cognitive apprenticeship 

model entails three additional types of content. Specifically, Collins et al. (1 989) asserted 

that students need to learn problem-solving strategies (heuristics or "trick of the trade") 

that experts pick-up through experience. Second, such control stmegies as goal-setting, 

strategic planning, monitoring, and revision should be included in the content to be taught 

in cognitive apprenticeship. Third, learning strategies such as exploring new fields and 

a getting more knowledge in a familiar subject are important content issues in cognitive 

apprenticeship. It seems that the content components stressed in the cognitive 

apprenticeship model are aiso an integral part of the skills dimension of cross-cultural 

competence. The transformative learning theory emphasizes helping learners reshape 

their meaning perspectives in order to constnict a more inclusive, discrirninating, and 

integrative understanding of one's expenence. Meanhgperspectives are the structure of 

assumptions that constitue a fiame of reference for interpreting the meaning of 

experience (Mezirow, 199 1). This d e f ~ t i o n  of meaning perspectives is similar to the 

defuiition of culture in the present study, which is "ail of the values and belief systems, 

way s of thinking, acting, and responding ." (Kendall, 1 983, p. 1 3). Taylor (1 994) 

explained that the transformative leaming stages of catalyst for change, process of 

change, and the outcome of change befit the process of becomitig cross-culturally 
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a comptent. In perspective transformation, the catalyst for change is a disorienting 

personal d i l e m a  (Mezirow, 1985) or some kind of higger event (Cranton, 1994). In the 

case-based instruction context, the researcher hypothesized that multicultural cases would 

provide students with trigger events that may stimulate their critical self-reflection, as 

they are confronted with worldviews different fiom their own as well as alternative ways 

of conceptualizing and intervening with these cases. '4s suggested by J. Shulman (1 99 1 )  

and Dana and Floyd ( 1  993), case-based instruction gives students the opportunity to 

identiS, their underlying assumptions and to reflect on them. However, this assertion is 

not supported by a theoretical framework. Thus, the theory of perspective transformation 

can be used to conceptualize the development of the awareness component of cross- 

cultural cornpetence through case-based instruction. Discussed below are the instructional 

a strategies used to foster the development of the different content components emphasized 

by the cognitive apprenticeship model and the transformative learning theory. 

Methods of Teachina. Both the cognitive apprenticeship model and 

transformative learning emphasize modeling as an important teaching technique. In 

transformative learning theory, educators should model critical self-reflection. Cranton 

(1994) asserted that "providing a model or models of critical reflection is a powerful 

climate-setting device because that is a way of fostering continued reflection." (p. 160). 

According to the cognitive apprenticeship model, the instructor should think aloud and 

describe reasoning processes in an attempt to make visible the invisible mental processes 

such as problem solving, reasoning, and decision making (See Brown et ai., 1989; 

Farnham-Diggory, 1990). 
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According to the cognitive apprenticeship model, when a student perfoms a task, 

the instmctor should give guidance and feedback (coaching). As Farnham-Diggory 

(1990) explained "It [coaching] helps guide and supervise practice to the point of 

automaticity." (p. 68). To stimulate critical self-reflection and thus transformative 

learning, educators need to create a learning atmosphere which adopts both challenge and 

support as the nom. Cranton (1994) asserted that "Challenging learners can ereate a 

climate conducive to critical reflection if learners are self-confident " (p. 159). Mezirow 

(1 99 1) characterizes the role of the transformative leaming educator as "empathie 

provocateur and role model, a collaborative learner who is critically self-reflective and 

encourages others to consider alternative perspectives " (p. 206). This description entails 

both the supporting and challenging role of the educator. An important fonn of challenge 

a is critical questioning which aims at stimulating reflection instead of eliciting information 

(Brookfield, 1987). However, it is important to note that at times, because of the personal 

nature of the course content, leamen may perceive critical questions as personal, 

intimidating or tlueatening. Therefore, challenge should be balanced with support in 

order to create the safe environment necessary for successful cross-cultural learning. One 

way to foster a supportive learning climate is the development of group cohesion (see 

Section d. Group Interaction, below). It seems that there is more room for peer challenge 

and support in the case-based instruction sections, than in the lecture sections. The 

educator modeling critical self-reflection as a CO-learner dm contributes to the 

development of open and supportive environment (Cranton, 1994). Since the students in 

the case-based instruction sections were expected to benefit from this guided practice in 

the form of coaching, scaEolding, challenging, and supporting, it was hypothesized that 
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e they would develop higher cross-cultural cornpetence, as compared to the students in the 

lecture-based sections. 

In summary, leamer empowerment is an integral part of  both cognitive 

apprenticeship and transfomative leaniing. Cranton (1 994) explained that "leamer 

empowerment simply means giving thern power or making hem able." (p.146). The 

literature on transfomative learning indicates that lemer empowerment can be achieved 

by (1) giving al1 participants equal opportunity to participate in the classroom discourse; 

(2) ensuring that a situation of coercion does not exist; and (3) encouraging learnen to 

make decisions on their own whenever possible (e.g., Cranton, 1994, 1996; Mezirow, 

1985, 1991). Similarly, Browne and Richie (1991) suggested that the cognitive 

apprenticeship teaching methods of fading, articulation, reflection. and exploration 

a empower leamers because they enable them to become autonornous. Specifically, as 

students become gradually self-sufficient, instnictors must withàraw their coaching 

@ding). In this way, students are progressively handed over control of the leaming 

process. The articulation process occurs through explicit descriptions such as summaries, 

critiques, or dialogue about situations or principles that the instnictor asks the students to 

produce (Brown et al., 1989; Collins et al., 1989; Faniham-diggory, 1990). As Collins et 

al. (1 989) put it "Reflection enables students to compare their own problem-solving 

processes with those of an expert, another student, and ultimately, an intemal cognitive 

mode1 of expertise." (p.463). As noted earlier, of particdar interest in transfomative 

learning theory is critical self-reflection which involves a critique of presupposition on 

which beliefs are built (Mezirow, 1991). In expIoration, students are encouraged to try 

new tasks on their own (Collins et al., 1989). 
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Seauence. The cognitive apprenticeship model holds that learning should be 

arranged in such a way that the learners build the multiple skills required in expert 

performance and discover the conditions under which they apply. This requires engaging 

in increasingly cornplex tasks, and diverse problem-solving situations (Collins et al., 

1989). 

Grou0 Interaction. Both the cognitive apprenticeship model and perspective 

transformation theory place emphasis on the promotion of group interactions. In the 

cognitive apprenticeship component of sociology, students are encouraged to work 

together to solve problems. Brown et al. (1989) view the notion of sociology essential, 

because in the real world, people have to work with othen. As Berryman (1991) 

explained "The leaming environment should reproduce the technological, social, time, 

and motivational characteristics of real world situations where what is being learned will 

be used" (p. 4). This researcher assumed that group interaction is even more necessary in 

contexts like the course in this study where the main purpose is to develop the ski11 of 

working with others who are different. Two salient purposes of cohesive group 

interaction in transfomative leaming contexts are fosteting transfomative leaming 

through leamer support and promoting transformative leaming through critical 

questioning (challenge). It is also suggested in the literature that students' self-regulated 

learning is enhanced through group interaction in cooperative leaming (McKeachie, 

1999; Resnick & Klopfer, 1989). As explained earlier, the collaborative leaming 

processes inherent in case-based instruction were expected to enhance students' self- 

regulation skills (Ertrner et al., 1996). 
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P w s e  of the Studv 

The primary purpose of the present study was to compare the effectiveness of 

case-based instruction and traditional lecture-discussions in enhancing students' 

multicultural social work cornpetence. Cornpetence was defined as a practitioner's 

appropriate use of attitudes, knowledge, and skills necessary to engage in an effective 

social work practice with persons fiom different culrural backgrounds than hisher own. 

A secondary purpose of this study was to compare the two methods of teaching in terms 

of increasing students' levels of self-regulation to leam multicultural social work as well 

as to determine whether there is an interaction between levels of student self-regulation 

and method of instruction. 
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CHAPTER II 

Review of the Ernpirical Literature 

Case-based instruction has a long history of use and its application is increasing in 

several professional fields. Theoretical support for the utilization and the value of case- 

based instruction is abundant. Nonetheless, empirical evidence of the effectiveness of 

case-based instruction is  limited but growing. In this review, research on case-based 

instruction is organized according to its use in the professions: business, teacher 

education, medicine. In the following review, the studies ftom each professional field are 

organized according to their primary foci or main themes. The reviewed studies examine 

seved  themes which reflect the purposes for the use of case-based instruction discussed 

in the previous chapter. These themes are: (1) application of theories a d o r  principles; 

a (2) problem solving; (3) decision making; (4) higher order thinking; (5) attitudes toward 

the subject matter/ course content; (6) attitudes toward case-based instruction; (7) self- 

regulation; and (8) sensitivity toward issues of diversity. It is important to note that there 

is not a definition of these constnicts in many of the studies reviewed below. These terms 

will be used in this review as employed in the respective studies, with definitions when 

they have been provided. Obviously, these themes are not mutually exclusive. A brief 

evaluative comment is made about each study, pointing out its sdient strengths and 

deficiencies. A summary of the findings of the reviewed studies under each field is then 

presented. Finally, an overail synthesis of results yielded by the reviewed studies is 

discussed. 
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Research on Case-Based Instruction in Business Education 

Research on case-based instruction in business education has been almost entirely 

quantitative. The seven studies reviewed here examined decision-making, application of 

concepts, attitudes toward course content, and attitudes toward case-based instruction. 

Decision-Making 

To investigate the relative efTectiveness of case-basad instruction in teaching 

business decision-making, McDonald (1 976) compared it with expenential learning. The 

two methods of instruction were compared on: (1) change in attitude toward course 

concepts, and (2) satisfaction/perceived learning. McDonald used a pretest-posttest non- 

equivalent control group design. There were 40 subjects in the study. He found no 

statistically signifiant differences between the two groups. 

In another quasi-experimentai study in a business decision-making course, 

McKemey (1 962) compared the use of business games to case-based instruction. 

Subjects were ninety students enrolled in a business decision-making course. One section 

of the course was taught via case-based instruction, while the other was taught by a 

business game. The dependent variable was knowledge of three business decision- 

making concepts measured with written examinations before and after treatment sessions. 

McKenney found that the business game was significantly better than case-based 

instruction in supporting the learning of (1) the planning aspect of business decision- 

making, and (2) interrelationships of diflerent business fùnctions within a fm. 

Both of these studies have numerous methodological flaws. Most notably, in both 

studies, no information has been provided about the reliability and validity issues 

regarding whether: (a) the instruments used to measure the dependent variables were 
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valid and reliable; (b) instructor eflects were controlled; and (c) Hawthorne effects were 

d i k e l y  . 

In a causal-comparative study, Painchaud (1 985) atrempted to determine whether 

case-based instruction infiuenced the decision-making processes of top-level executives. 

Painchaud divided the 77 subjects according to whethrr they had undergone case-based 

uiscniction. In interviewhg the participants, Painchaud investigated 22 modifiers of the 

managerial decision-making process. Painchaud found no difference between those 

executives exposed to the case rnethod and those who had not been exposed to it. 

In conclusion, the three studies investigating the effects of case-based instruction 

on fostering decision-making abilities produced negative results. Specifically, in the 

McDonald study , no signi ficant di fference was found between case- based instruction and 

a experiential leaming in this regard. while business games were found to be superior to 

case-based instruction in McKenney's study. In Painchaud's study, no significant 

difference was found between those who underwent case-based instruction and those who 

did not. 

In one of two studies concerned with application of concepts, Watson (1975) 

compared the relative effectiveness of lecture and case-based instruction in supporting 

two types of leaming: knowledge and understanding, and the ability to apply various 

management topics. The study also compared the effect of the two methods on students' 

perception of the learning climate, the course content, and the instructor. Study 

participants were undergraduate students enrolled in an introductory management course 

which had three sections. Two of these sections were taught through case-based 

O 
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instruction. There were 35 and 38 students in these two sections. There were 44 students 

in the third section which was taught through lecture. The sarne instnictor taught al1 

sections. Learning was measured through two examinations, one conducted halfway 

through the semester and the other, at the end of the course. Student reactions to the 

course and to the instmctor were elicited through a questionnaire. Study results suggested 

that. as cornpared with the lecture group, leamers in both groups taught through case- 

based instruction showed more knowledge and understanding of communication, one of 

the course topics. Students in both case-based instruction groups demonstrated 

significantly more ability to apply management principles and concepts in goal-setting, 

leadership, motivation, leadership, communication, and change than those in the lecture 

group. However, the two methods were equally effective in teaching knowledge and 

understanding of goals, decision-making, organization, leadership, motivation and 

change. Watson found no significant difference between the two methods of instruction, 

in terms of the students' reactions to the course or the professor. 

Although Watson's (1975) study is one of the most rigorous studies conducted to 

compare case-based instruction to other methods of instruction, it has significant 

deficiencies. One main liability of this study which might have influenced its results is 

the lack of known validity and reliability of the examinations and the questionnaires used 

to measure the dependent variables. Also, instnictor effects were not controlled since the 

same instructor taught al1 groups. 

This study also illustrates one of the controversies surrounding what constitutes 

case-based instruction. In business education, there is no case-based instruction without 

discussion. This  explains why Watson (1975) considered students in the lecture section 
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who read and listened to the instnictor's lecture on cases, as the control group. (The cases 

used in both the lecture and cased based instruction groups were the same). However, 

ocher authoa hold that discussion is important but not a condition for case-based 

instruction. For example, Argyris (1 985) considers any teac hing method in which cases 

are used as case-based instruction. Shulman (1 992) argued that the instructional power of 

some cases is  inherent in their content rather than how they are used. From this 

perspective, Watson compared two forms of case-based instruction, one with discussion 

and the other without discussion (See also Levin, 1995). 

In another study, Fox (1963) examined the effects of case-based instruction on the 

learning of students in applying human relations concepts. Students (n=3 12) were asked 

to anaiyze the same case both at the beginning and at the end of a personnel 

administration course. The written case analyses were graded on content and 

development of ideas. Although no statistical analyses were conducted, Fox concluded 

that one-third of the subjects showed substantial improvement, one-third showed 

moderate improvement, and one-third little or no improvement. 

AIthough this study has apparent strengths, causal relationship cannot 

conclusively be claimed between the case-based instruction and the results of student 

case analyses. This study used case analysis as a measure of the dependent variable of 

interest. This approach is more valid for measuring what is learned fiom case-based 

instruction, as compared to multiple choice examination (which was ofien used in this 

line of research). Fox also employed a very large sample, which is another asset. 

However, what really aff'ected student performance on the case analyses is unknown 

since this was not a controlled study. 
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In summary, these two studies on the application of business concepts produced 

inconsistent results. Watson's study points toward positive effects of case-based 

Uistniction on the enhancement of student abilities of applying business concepts. On the 

other hand, in the Fox study, there were as many students who showed no improvement 

on their application skills fier iaking a case-based course as those who demonstrated 

substantial improvernent. 

Attitudes 

To examine the relative effectiveness of case-based instruction in influencing 

attitude change, Fisher (1 972) compared case-based instruction with a reading/discussion 

method. The study participants were 36 college and university deans and vice presidents. 

Eighteen participants were in the case-based group and another 18 in the 

a reading/discussion group. The two groups were compared on attitudes toward policy in 

higher education. Participants' pre-experiment and post-experiment attitudes were 

recorded. Fisher concluded that case-based instruction changed the attitudes and beliefs 

of the participants significantly more than the reading/discussion method did. 

Two studies surveyed reactions to case-based instruction. Orfansky (1 987) 

investigated the attitudes of the graduates (from 1960- 1980) of a business school toward 

the case-based instruction curriculum. He used a Likert-type scale questionnaire to elicit 

information. He reported that the graduates were generally satisfied with theù education 

through case-based instruction and thought that the time and effort spent in learning with 

case-based instruction were worthwhile. In the other study, Carroll, Paine, and 

Ivancevich (1972) probed the opinions of training directors in major corporations on the 

effectiveness of case-based instruction and eight other methods of teaching. The 
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respondents were asked to rank the teaching methods in the following areas: knowledge 

acquisition, attitude change, problem-solving skill development, interpersonal skill 

development, participant acceptance, and knowledge retention. Case-based instruction 

was the only method which ranked in the top four for al1 of the above learning outcornes. 

However it should be noted that these studies were surveys of opinions with the 

limitations of that type of design. 

In the reviewed literature so fa, positive attitudes toward case-based instruction 

and the content taught is  the most consistent advantage to case-based instruction. Both 

Orlansky and Carroll et al. (1 972) reported positive reactions to case-based instruction. 

Fisher reported that the advantage to case-based instruction was it positively influenced 

attitudes toward policy in higher education, as compared to lecture and discussions. 

a However, McDonald (1 976) did not find case-based instruction significantly better than 

experiential learning in influencing attitudes toward course concepts. 

Research on Case-Based Instruction in Teacher Education 

Research on case-based instruction has been conducted in teacher education 

within the Frameworks of both the confirmatory and interpretive modes of inquiry. The 

nine studies reviewed below examined problem solving, higher order thinking, attitudes 

toward the taught content, attitude toward case-based instruction, and sensitivity to issues 

of diversity. 

Problem-Solving 

Tillman (1993) compared case-based instruction to lecture/discussion in 

enhancing p r e s e ~ c e  teachers' problem-solving abilities. The two methods of instruction 

were also compared on (1) achievement on a meamre of course content (measured 
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through multiple choice questions, matcbg, and open-ended questions); (2) opinions 

about mainstreaming (measured through a questionnaire); and (3) perceptions of leaming 

in the course (measured thmugh a questionnaire). Tillman employed the pretest-posttest 

non-equivalent control group design. In one section of the course, students (n=2 1) 

worked in srnall groups to solve problem cases. Study participants in the other section 

(n=30) were taught with a traditional lecture/discussion method. The same instnictor 

taught both sections. Tillman found that the group taught by the case method exhibited 

more mature problem-solving abilities. The study results also revealed that there was no 

statistically significant difference between the groups in course content achievement. The 

treatment group supported full-time mainstreaming to a greater extent, as  compared to the 

control group. Course evaluation results demonstrated no statistically significant 

difference between the two groups in course satisfaction. 

In the second study, Kleinfield (1991) compared case-based instruction to 

discussion of readings in ternis of students' abilities to analyze professional problems. 

Kleinfield also cornpared the impact of case-based instruction with young and older 

students. Fifty-four students enrolled in an undergraduate foundations course formed the 

study sample. Ail study participants attended a weekiy lecture until they were assigned to 

either a case-based section or a section of the course taught via discussion of readings. 

Kieinfield concluded that case-based instruction increased students' abilities to identiQ 

issues in problematic situations, analyze educational dilemmas in sophisticated ways, and 

identim alternatives for action. There was no difference in the useNness of the case 

method for the young and older snidents. As well, there was no statistically significant 

difference between the methods of instruction in terms of student attitude. 
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Kieinfield's (1 991) and Tillman's (1 993) studies s a e r  fiom similar 

methodological weaknesses. One of the main factors that might have jeopardized the 

interna1 validity of the studies is the possibility of the Hawthorne effect. Another 

uncontrolled threat was that subjects in the treatment and control groups might have 

differed in attributes that could have influenced the results. This is a possibility since the 

subjects were not randomly assigned to the hvo conditions. Further, since the samr 

instmctor taught the two groups, instructor practice effects were not controlled for. 

In a more rigorous study, James (1991) cornpared case-based instruction to a 

traditional lecture/discussion method in terms of students' ability to analyze problems in 

behaviour management. Other dependent variables of interest were: (1) knowledge of 

behaviour management principles; (2) attitude toward behaviour management; and (3) 

a reaction to the pedagogical methods. In addition, James investigated interactions between 

the two methods of instruction and the student characteristic of complexity of thinking. 

The snidy was a pretest-posttest control group design. Thirtysne students were assigned 

randomly to either of the two conditions. Two instnictoa who both had experience in 

teaching with case-based instruction and the traditional lecture/discussion method 

altemated teaching each group over the six week study period. The case-based instruction 

group demonstrated significantly more positive attitude toward using systematic 

approach to behaviour management as compared to the lechire/discussion group. This 

was the o d y  statistically significant difference between the two groups. 

The James study is one of the most ngorously designed and thorough studies in 

this line of research. However, there are still uncontrolled and possibly confouadhg 

variables. Although this study seems to be the only one in this line of research in which 
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an attempt was made to control for insûuctor effects, there is no evidence that the two 

alternating instmctoa did implement the two methods equally and according to the plan. 

Another strength which is rarely fouad in this line of research is the random assignment 

of participants to the treatment and control conditions. However, James reported that 

assignment to the conditions was not fully random since she made sure that the three 

experienced subjects were divided equally between the case-based and the traditional 

lecture/discussion sections. 

These research findings on the impact of case-based instruction on learner 

problem solving are not consistent. Tillman (1993) found that the group taught via case- 

based instruction dernonstrated more problem solving abilities, as compared to the 

lecture/discussion group. Similady, Kleinfeld ( 199 1) concluded that students in the case- 

0 
based instruction group exhibited higher problem analysis abilities, as compared to the 

discussion group. In contrat, James (1991) did not find a significant difference in student 

problem analysis skills between students who underwent case-based instruction and those 

who experienced lecture/discussions. Although one might intuitively tend to give more 

weight to the two studies with the consistent results, it should be reiterated that the James 

study is much more ngorously conducted than the Tillman and Kleinfeld studies. 

Hieher Order Thinking 

Levin (1995) compared two venions of case-based instruction: reading and 

writing about a case, versus reading, writing, and discussing it. The two approaches were 

compared on the development of teachers' thinking. Levin also compared the two 

versions of case-based instruction on what teachers with different amounts of experience 

in teaching leam. The study used non-randomized pretest-posttest control group design. 
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Study participants were 24 elementary school teachen with different teaching experience 

(eight student teachers, eight beginning teachers, and eight experienced teachers). Both 

groups read and wrote about the sarne case. Two days later, the experimental group 

discussed the same case, but the control group did not discuss it. A few days later, both 

groups wrote another analysis of the same case. One month later, both groups wrote an 

analysis of a different but comparable case. To measure change in the tcachers' thinking, 

both quantitative and qualitative analyses were used. All written case analyses of al1 

participants were quantified using a holistic scoring system. Higher scores represented 

"discrimination, differentiation, integration, interpersonal maturity, independence of 

ideas, creativity, flexibility, consideration of more alternatives, and tolerance for 

arnbiguity." (p. 67). These case analyses were also qualitatively analyzed, using the 

constant comparative method. The case discussions were video and audio-taped and 

discourse analysis was used in the analysis of this data. Analysis of the quantitative data 

demonstrated that the group of teachers who discussed the case scored significantly 

higher on the holistic scoring nibric as compared to the group who did not. There was no 

significant difference between the teachers with different levels of experience in their 

levels of thinking about the second anaiysis of the first case. However, there was a main 

effect for level of experience in the second case, but not for group. There was not a 

significant interaction. The qualitative results revealed that the thinking of teachers with 

different levels of experience was enhanced in different ways through case discussions. 

For the experienced teachers discussion seemed to have promoted metacognition. For the 

beginning and student teachers, case discussion seems to have helped them clari@ and,or 

elaborate specific issues in the case. In contrast, the thinking of teachers with various 
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levels of experience did not benefit rnuch fiom just reading and writing about the case. 

Teachers who did not discuss the case reiterated their previous thinking, instead of 

enhancing their perspective on the issues in the case. 

One of the shortcomings of this study lies in the instrument used to measure the 

dependent variable. Since the holistic scoring rubric was specifically developed for this 

study. the procedures involved in its development and validation should have been 

described. No validity and reliability information was provided. Other possible threats to 

the interna1 validity of the study include: experimental diffusion (i.e., the possibility that 

the conttol group members aiso discussed the cases) and the Hawthorne effect. The role 

of the researcher is also unclear. For example, did the researcher facilitate the 

discussions? The triangulation of the quantitative results with the qualitative data, 

however, makes up for some of these inadequacies. 

In an interpretive study, H d g t o n  (1995) investigated whether dilemma-based 

cases could be used to understand student teachers' reasoning. Twenty-six students in an 

undergraduate course on teaching in elementary schools took part in the study. The 

course covered the four aspects of education: schools and society, teaching, cmiculum, 

and ethics. Students were required to analyze four cases which match these themes. 

Students were asked to identify and discuss (a) the issues in the case, (b) how they would 

prioritize these issues, (c) what was the case, a case of, (d) how different perspectives 

might idorni the interpretation of the case, (e) what the educator's solution should be, (f) 

what the possible consequences of that solution might be, and (g) how they wouid 

critique their solutions and analysis. Students were particularly required to substmtiate 

their recommendations, demonstrate consideration of other perspectives, discuss 
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consequences, and critique their analysis. The fm student case analysis (due at the end 

of the fmt month) and the 1st case analysis (due during the fifieenth week) were used as 

the primary source of data in this study . Through multiple passes of students' written case 

analyses, an analytic framework was developed. H d g t o n  found that the majority of 

students were able to do what was asked of them over the course of the semester. She 

concluded that case-based instruction cannot only enable us to gain insight into students' 

professional reasoning, but it might also be used to foster that reasoning. 

Harrington's study is interesting in that it describes the developmental nature of 

students' professionai reasoning. However, due to its design limitations, the study cannot 

establish conclusively whether there is a causal relationship between case pedagogy and 

the development of student reasoning. Also, the format of the course other than the four 

cases analyses is unclear. Therefore, what enhanced the reasoning of the majority of 

students is not apparent. 

In surnmary, the studies of Harrington (1995) and Levin (1995) present 

descriptions of how students' cognitive abiiities might develop through case-based 

instruction. Despite the apparent design limitations and delimitations of these snidies, 

their idiographic approach does begin to give a partial picture of the phenornenon of the 

development of higher order thinking through case-based instruction. 

Attitudes 

Butler (1966) compared case-based instruction to lecnire/discussion in teaching a 

social foundations course. Students enrolled in the course (n=47) were assigned to one of 

two sections. One section was taught by the case method throughout the semester and the 

other was taught with lectureldiscussion. The two methods of instruction were compared 
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on beliefs about certain social and educational issues covered in the course. Butler also 

investigated whether the two methods of instruction difiered in their interaction with the 

subjects' attributes of scholastic aptitude and gender. Butler used a pretest post non- 

equivalent control group design. The case-based instruction was found to be superior to 

lecture/discussions, 

In teacher education, research examining the eflect of case-based instruction on 

student attitudes has produced mixed results. Tillman (1 993), James (1 991 ), and Butler 

(1966) found advantages for case-based instruction in fostering the development of 

positive leamer attitudes toward the content taught. In contrast, Kleinfeld (1 99 1) did not 

fmd any significant difference between case-based instruction and discussions in terrns of 

student attitudes toward course content. Similarly, James (1 99 1) found that there was no 

significant difference between case-based instruction and the lecture/discussion method 

in terms of impact on student reactions to these methods of instruction. 

Sensitivitv to Diversitv Issues 

Three studies examined the use of case-based instruction in multicuitural 

education. The studies focused on the use of case-based instruction to help students 

address issues of diversity in the classrooms. 

In a teacher education course, Dana and Floyd (1993) examined how preservice 

teachers make sense of diversity. A case narrative on cultural diversity was read aloud to 

four classes of 20 to 30 student teachers. The case described a child diagnosed as learning 

disabled and contained contexual information about the child's cultural background. 

Individual student reactions to the case were tape recorded. Students were then arranged 

in small groups to role play and discuss the case. Dana and Floyd concluded that case 
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discussions may give students an opportunity to understand their own beliefs and biases 

and how these subjectivities may affect instruction in multiculturai contexts. Dana and 

Floyd claimed that they used the constant comparative method but they did not provide 

themes that had emerged fiom the andysis. 

J. Shuiman's (1992b) study investigated ways in which a case-based serninar 

about cultural diversity could offer special opportunities for cross-cultural leamhg and 

what dificulties accompanied this approach. Shulman focused on changes in attitudes, 

changes in behaviour, and responses to the case-based approach. Sources of data were 

questionnaires, interviews and tape recorded discussions. Shulman concluded that 

teachers exhibited enhanced sensitivity toward multiculnual issues as well as an 

increased awareness of their persona1 biases. Changes in behaviour were not as clear 

since only two teachen reported that they changed their teaching approaches on the bais 

of what they had learned fiom the seminar. Shulman provided two cautionary 

conclusions. First was the necessity for a safe environment. In Shulman's study, two 

teachers actually Ieft the seminar because they could not deal with the emotionally tense 

case discussions. Secondly, if facilitators need to confront attitudes or ideas, it needs to 

be done in a constructive manner. 

Sudnna (1 993) compared case-based instruction and cooperative learning in 

helping preservice teachea address multiculnual issues. Preservice teachers (n-17) 

enrolled in an educational psychology course each orally presented and discussed a case 

in class. In another educational psychology course, preservice teachers (n=39) were 

organized into cooperative learning groups. The two groups were given the same ha1 

exam. Sudzina concluded that the case-based instruction increased understanding of 
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multicultural issues and provided them an opportunity to express their personal 

experiences, concerns, and cornmitment to successfully teach al1 students. 

Research examining the use of case-based instruction in sensitization of teachers 

to issues of diversity is consistent in its results. Both Shulman (1992b) and Dana and 

Floyd (1993) concluded that case-based instruction might offer opportunities for 

preservice teachers to leam about their own assumptions and biases and how these 

subjectivities might aff'ect instruction in multicultural contexts. Similarly, Sudzina (1993) 

found that case-based instruction gave students a chance to express their experiences and 

concerns. However, Sudzina's conclusion that case-based instruction increased student 

understanding of multicultural issues is unsupported by the data. There is no evidence 

that the two compared classes were not diflerent before undergoing instruction. 

Summarv of Case-Based Instruction Research in Teacher Education 

Interpretive researfh on case-based instruction in teacher education has produced 

fairly consistent findings. The studies of Harrington (1 995) and Levin (1995) 

demonstrated how students' cognitive abilities might develop through case-based 

instruction. Whereas, Shulman (1992b) and Dana and Floyd (1993), and Sudzina (1 993) ) 

found that case-based instruction might offer opportunities for preservice teachers to 

learn about their own assumptions and biases and how these subjectivities might affect 

instruction in multicultural contexts. 

However, as in business education, confiatory studies on case-based instruction 

in teacher education have produced mixed resdts. Tillman (1 993) and Kieinfeld (1 991) 

found advantage for case-based instniction in promoting problem solving abilities, as 

compared to the lecture/discussion group. In contrast, James (1991) did not find a 
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si gni ficant di fference between students who fol10 wed case-based instruction and those 

who experienced lecture/discussions in terms of their problem analyses skills. As 

concems student attitudes, Tillman (1 993), James (1 99 l), and Butler (1 966) found 

advantage for case-based instruction in fostering the development of positive leamer 

attitudes toward the content taught. In contrast, Kleinfeld (1 991) did not find a significant 

difference between case-based and discussion instruction in terms of student attitudes 

toward course content. Similady, James (1991) found that there was no significant 

difference between case-based instruction and the lecture/discussion method in terms of 

impact on student reactions to these methods of instruction. 

Research on Case-Based Instruction in Medical Education 

In one of the most recent studies on case-based instruction, Ertrner, Newby, and 

a McDougal(1996) examined how students with high and low levels of self-regulation 

responded to and approached learning from case-based instruction. Nine study 

participants were selected from 58 veterinary students enrolled in a biochemistry 

laboratory. The nine subjects were selected on the basis of their scores on the Motivated 

Strategies for Leaming Questionnaire (Pintrich, Smith, and Garcia, & McKeachie, 1991 ; 

1993) and the Self-regulated leaniing inventory (Linder & Harris, 1992). These nine 

students were interviewed three times d u ~ g  the semester to investigate their original and 

changing responses and approaches to case-based instruction. The interview data were 

analyzed through the constant comparative approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Ertmer et 

al. described changes in student responses to case-based instruction in terms of the 

motivational components: interest in case-based instruction, valw perceived in case- 

based instruction, and confidence in learning fiom this rnethod. Changes in approaches to 
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case-based instruction were described in ternis of student goal orientations, evaluation 

lenses, levels of self-awareness, openness to challenges, and perceived levels of relevant 

knowledge. Ertmer et al. found that al1 of the study participants with high levels of self- 

regulation started with and sustained positive attitudes toward case-based instruction. It 

seemed that their confidence was shaken only when cases involved unfamiliar diseases or 

animais. The four students with low levels of self-regdation started with 3 limitcd 

perception of the value of case-based instruction and were less confident in their case 

analyses. By midway through the course, these students had gained in confidence and had 

started to see greater relevance in case-based instruction. However, by the end of the 

semester, their confidence and motivation for learning from cases declined once more. By 

the end of the semester, students with high levels of self-regulation had broadened their 

O 
evaluative lenses (enhanced perspectives), and adopted process goals. In contrast, the 

approaches of students with low self-regulation fluctuated. However, the majonty made 

gains. As admitted by Ertmer et al., the results of this study must be considered tentative 

due to design limitations. 

Summarv of Research Com~aring Case-Based Instruction and Lecture 

Five studies in professional education compared the effectiveness of lecture or 

lecture-discussion to case-based instruction in promoting problem solving, application of 

principles, problem analysis, and positive attitudes toward the subject matter. 

Specifically, one study in business education (Watson, 1975) found that case-based 

instruction was superior to the lecture method in fostering the enhancement of students' 

ability to apply business principles. In a study in the field of teacher education, Tiliman 

(1993) found advantages for case-based instruction, as compared to lecture/discussioa 
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instruction, in the enhancernent of preservice teachers' problem solving abilities as well 

as their positive attitudes toward the subject matter. In another study in teacher education, 

James (1 99 1 ) found that the case-based instruction group demonstrated significantly 

more positive attitude toward the subject matter, as compared to the lectureldiscussion 

group. No significant difference was found between the two instructional methods in 

promoting problem analysis. Finally, Buder (1966) found that case-based instruction was 

superior to lecture/discussions in promoting positive attitudes toward the content of a 

course on social foundations in education. 

In summary, al1 of the studies comparing the effectiveness of case-based 

instruction to lecture-discussion in promoting positive attitudes toward the subject matter 

(Butler; 1966; James, 199 1 ; Tillman, 1 993) found case-based instruction to be superior. 

a Two of the three studies which examined enhancing student cognitive skills (Tillman, 

1993; Watson, 1975) found advantage for case-based instruction. 

Overall Summarv of Research on Case-Based Instruction 

Only the common factors of the reviewed research across the professions will be 

summarized here. Methodological shortcomings common to most of the reviewed studies 

will be bnefly discussed in this section. Interestingly, al1 the themes of interest in this 

study (except learner attitudes) including decision making, application of concepts, 

problem solving abilities, higher order thinking, self-regdation, and sensitivity toward 

issues of diversity, were exclusively studied in one profession or in another. Therefore, 

results about these themes wiil not be reiterated here since they were summarized under 

each profession. 
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Attitudes toward methods of instruction and course content were the only themes 

of interest to the present study which were examined in more than one profession. In 

total, four studies in business education (Fisher, 1972) and in teacher education (Butler, 

1956; James, 1991 ; Tillman, 1993) reported an advantage for case-based instruction in 

positively influencing the content taught, as compared to other fonns of instruction. Only 

one study in business education (McDonald, 1976) and another study in teacher 

education (Kleinfeld, 1991) did not find superiority of case-based instruction in this 

regard. Two studies in business education (Carroll et al., 1972; Orlansky, 1987) reported 

more positive reactions to case-based instruction, as compared to other foms of 

instniction, while one study in teacher education (James, 1991) did not fmd any 

advantage for case-based instruction in this regard. 

In conclusion, there are several possible explanations for the mixed results 

produced by research conducted in different professions to compare case-based 

instruction to other methods of instruction. First, most of the quasi-experimental studies 

have serious design flaws which jeopardize any causai relationship between the methods 

of instruction and the dependent variables. The most striking design weaknesses were 

instnictor effects not controlled for, the use of instruments with unknown validity and 

reliability properties, and the often non-equivaient sarnples in the experimental and 

control groups. Second, amibute-treatment interaction was not examined in most of the 

studies. Finally, in most of the snidies, no description was given about how case-based 

instruction was implemented and what kinds of cases were used. It is a possibility that 

different forms of case-based instruction and different b d s  of cases are simply not the 

same in their effectiveness. 
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Research Ouestions 

The following research questions were considered in the present study: 

1.1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than the lecture-discussion 

in terms of enhancing students' overall multicultural social work competence? 

2.1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than the lecture-discussion 

in terms of enhancing students' levels of multicultunl social work awareness? 

3.1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than the lecture-discussion 

in terms of enhancing students' levels of multiculnual social work knowledge? 

4.1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than the lecture-discussion 

in tems of enhancing students' levels of multicultural skills? 

5.1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than the lecture-discussion 

in tems of enhancing students' levels of multicultural relationship? 

6.1s there any significant interaction between the method of instruction (case-based 

instruction vs. traditional lecture-discussion) and students' levels of self-regulation in 

relation to multicultural competence? 

7. Is the case-based method of instruction more effective than the lecture-discussion 

in terms of enhancing students' self-regulated learning in relation to the course? 

8.1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than the lecture-discussion 

in terms of enhancing students' motivation to leam the course content? 

9.1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than the lecture-discussion 

in terms of enhancing students' course-related leamhg strategies? 
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Simificance of the Study 

The present study contributes to the much needed empirical evidence on case- 

based instruction. Burger (1 W), McKeachie (1 994), and Shuhan (1992) highlight the 

long history of application of case-based instruction, its potential in professional 

education and the striking lack of empirical evidence to support this assertion. In 

particular. the study results can infom the use of case-based instruction in cross-cultural 

social work. In addition, the study nakes theoretical contributions because an innovative 

model of teaching cross-cultural cornpetence through a case-based instruction fiamework 

which integrates the cognitive apprenticeship model and the theory of transfomative 

learning is used for the first time. 
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CHAPTER III 

Methodology 

Partici~ants 

Study participants were undergraduate social work students enrolled in the course 

entitled Cross-Cultural Perspectives in Social Work Practice in a Canadian research 

iiniversity. The course is required for dl students in the Bachelor of Socid Work program 

(BSW). The course is taught to students in two different classes. In one class, students are 

enrolled in the Speciai Bachelor of Social Work program (SBSW). Sixty-seven students 

who already had another Bachelor's degree were enrolled in this class. Forty-two 

students in this class agreed to participate in the present study. Two participants did not 

complete the posttest and their records were thus dropped from the analyses. In the other 

class, forty five students who do not have a Bachelor's degree were enrolled in the 

regular Bachelor's of Social Work program (RBSW). Thirty-nine students from this class 

volunteered to participate in this study, but one student in the experimentai section 

dropped out. Due to this randorn attrition, 20 participants each in the case-based 

instruction and the lecture-discussion sections in the SBSW class and 19 participants each 

in the experimental and the cornparison conditions in the RBSW class were hcluded. 

Table 1 depicts the dernographic characteristics of the study participants from the 

SBSW and RBSW classes. The main difference between the students in the two classes is 

in their level of education. Al1 of the snidents in the SBSW class had already obtained 

their bachelor's degree in the social sciences, but none of their counterparts in the RBSW 

had a bachelor's degree. In addition, 15% of the SBSW students had Masters degrees. 

The two classes also differed in their mean age (M=Z .55, SD-7.34 in the RBS W ciass; 
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M=29.45, SD-6.74 in the SBSW class). Note also that the SBSW class had higher mean 

GPA than the RSBSW class (M=3.35, SD=.33 in the RBSW class; M=3.65, SD=.25 in 

the SBSW class). 

Table 1 

Dernogra~hic - - features of the ex~erimental and the control nrou~s in the 2 classes 

RBSW SBSW 
(N=3 8) (N=40) 

Case Lecture Case Lecture 
Demographic Feature (n= 1 9) (n= 1 9) (n=20) (n=20) 

N % N Y0 N Y0 N Y0 . - 
Gender 

Femde 16 
Male 3 

Age 
30 years or less 18 
more than 30 years 1 

Minorityhiajority 
Charter Groups 8 
Visible Minority 9 
Non-Visible Minority 2 

Who immigrated to 
Canada? 7 

Participant or parents 12 
Grand parents or before 

Social Work Experience 
3 years or less 14 
more than 3 years 5 

GPA 
3.3 or less 11 

more than 3.3 8 

Instrumentation 

The Cross-Culturai Counselling Inventory Revised (CCCER; Lafiomboise, 

Colemena, & Hemandez, 1991) and the Multiculturai Counselling Inventory (MCI; 
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Sodowsky, TaBe, Gutkui, & Wise, 1994) were used to measure participants' levels of 

cross-cultural social work competence. The instruments are conceptually drawn fiom a 

position paper by the Education and Training Comrnittee of the Division of Counseling 

Psychology of the Amencan Psychological Association (Sue et al., 1982). Below is a 

description of the psychornetric properties of each instrument and results of pilot research 

conducted to assess their validity for this study. 

The Cross-Cultural Cornsellinp. Inventorv Revised (CCCI-R )i 

Lafromboise et al. (1991) developed the CCCI-R '?O meet the need for explicit 

assessment of counselling effectiveness with culturally diverse clients." (p. 38 1 ). Using a 

6-point Likert-type format (1 = strongly agree, 6 = strongly disagree) evaluators rate the 

extent to which the CCCI-R items describe the practitioner being evaluated. The 20 items 

of the instment were developed to reflect the three dimensions of cross-cultural 

competence proposed by Sue et al. (1 982): cross-cultural awareness, cross-culturd 

knowledge, and cross-cultural skills. The following u e  exampies of items fiom each of 

these components: (a) awareness-'bcounsellor is aware of how own values might affect 

the client"; (b) knowledge-"counsellor demonstrates knowledge about client's culture"; 

and (c) skills-"counselor is willing to suggest referral when cultural di fferences are 

extensive." The instrument developers recommend that oniy its total score be used. 

The CCCI-R has sound validity and reliability. Lafiomboise et ai. (1 991) reported 

a coefficient alpha of .95 and inter-rater reliability of .78. It should be noted however, 

that the CCCI-R was previously validated on counselors' video taped performances. 

Altbough the wording of the CCCI-R is clearly appropriate for rating a clinician's written 

performance, there may be some dserence between a video taped and a written cross- 
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cultwal competence performance. Therefore, this researcher investigated the 

appropriateness of using the CCCI-R for this study as explained below. 

There is evidence that CCCI-R is also appropriate for scoring case analyses. An 

initial validation pilot research was conducted during the Whter Semester, 1997, to 

assess the suitability of CCCI-R for rating written case analyses. To m e s s  the interrater 

reliability of the CCCI-R when used for rating written case analyses, 21 students were 

asked to analyze a case reflecting multicultural social work content. Following the case, 

four questions eliciting responses reflecting the content of the CCCI-R were asked in 

writing. Using the CCCI-R, the case analyses were then rated by the researcher and the 

instnictor in this study. The intemter reliability was .79. In addition, this researcher rated 

al1 21 case analyses again &er 15 days and an intrarater reliability of .9 1 was obtained. 

In the present study, a random sample of 10 case analyses were selected fiom each class 

and were rated by the researcher and another content expert, who was not the other 

instnictor of the course. The expert read a conceptual article pertaining to the CCCI-R 

and was trained in rating case analyses using the CCCI-R. An interrater reliability of .82 

was found for the SBSW class and .85 for the WSW class. 

The Multiculturd Counsellina Inventorv (MC11 

In addition to the CCCI-R, the Multiculnval Counselling Inventory (MCI)( 

Sodowsky, Taffe, Gutkin, & Wise, 1994) was used to measure cross-cultural social work 

competence. The MC1 is a self-report questionnaire which measures cross-cultuml 

competence. In addition to the ihree dimensions of multiculturai competence proposed by 

Sue et al. (1982), the MC1 contains a fourth dimension: cross-cultural relationship. The 

MC1 is composed of 40 statements and uses 4-point Likert-type scale to show the extent 

0 
The CCCI-R and the MC1 are not appended h m  because they are copyrighted materials. 
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to which respondents believe that these statements characterire their work as clinicians. 

There is evidence that the MCI has good reliability and validity. Specifically, Sodowsky 

et al. (1 994) reported an intemal consistent coefficient alpha of .90 for the total scale. A 

complete review of the validation studies is provided by the authon. Nonetheless, like al1 

other instruments recently proposed to measure cross-culturai competence, the MC1 has 

not been vdidated on undergraduate social work students. 

To establish the validity of the MC1 for the participants in the present study, the 

MC1 was administered to students in the BSW and SBS W classes during the winter 1997 

semester. Students were asked to comment on the clarity and relevance of the items. On 

the basis of student comments only minor editorial changes were made to adapt the MC1 

to the Canadian context. Item 25 was changed to "1 have a working understanding of 

certain cultures including ~ a t i v e J  West Indian, Chinese and some ofthe new Third 

World Immigrants." Item 27 was changed to "#en working with immigrants, 1 

understand the importance of the legalities of landing, passport, workpermit, and 

ciiizenship." These changes made the wording of these two items more relevant to the 

sample in the present study and did not affect the essence of the instrument (Sodowsky, 

Sanuary 1998, personal communication). The researcher believes that the use of both 

CCCI-R and the MC1 enhanced the overall validity of cross-cultural competence 

measurement in this study. 

The Motivated Strate~ies for Learnin~ Ouestionnaire (MSLOP 

Levels of students' self-regdation were measured using the Motivated Strategies 

for Learnllig Questionaaire (MSLQ) (Pintrich, Smith, Garcia, & McKeachie, 1991). The 

' ltaiics reflect additions for this study. 
See Appmdix 1. 
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MSLQ is a self-administered instrument designed to mesure pst-secondary students' 

motivational orientations and use of leaming strategies in a particular course. The 7-point 

Likert-type scale (1= not at al1 true of me to 7=very true of me) instrument consists of 8 1 

items, with 15 subscales measuring the two sections of motivation and leamhg strategies. 

In tum, the leaming strategies section consists of two sections, cognitive and 

metacognitive stntegies and resource management. The motivation componat of MSLQ 

is composed of six subscales measuring students' goals and beliefs about the value of a 

course, test anxiety, and beliefs about their abilities to succeed in the coune. The 

cognitive and metacognitive section consists of five subscales assessing students' use of 

such strategies as elaboration, rehearsal, and organization. Finally, resource management 

comprises four subscales regarding management of extemal resources. Ptintnch et al. 

(199 1) reported coefficient alphas ranging between .52 and .93 for the MSLQ scales. 

Design 

Pretest-posttest control group design (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) was used in this 

study. Each of the BSW and the SBWS classes was divided into two sections (case-based 

and lecture), creating four sections in dl. Students in each class were randomly assigned 

to one of these two sections of case-based instruction (the experimental group), and 

lecture-discussions (the comparison group). The same course content was taught in both 

sections (see Table 2 below). This random assignment did not pose a problem of 

inconvenience for students since the two sections of each class was taught at the same 

tirne and as specified in the undergraduate course schedule. Randomization was achieved 

by giving a number taken fiom the a table of random numbers to each participant and 

then assigning them to the treatment or the comparison group randomly. 
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In order to control for instnictor effects, the researcher and another Uistructor each 

taught the two sections (case-based instruction and lecture-discussion) of each class 

(RBSW and SBSW). From the first week through to the third week of the experiment, 

instnictor A taught the SBSW lecture-discussion section and the RBSW case-based 

instruction section, while insmictor B was teaching the case-based SBSW section and the 

lectw-discussion RBS W section (see Table 2 below). The two instructors then switched 

sections of each class h m  the fourth week to the eighth week. To foster continuity and 

reduce the possible negative effects of this altemations of instnicton, this rotation was 

done at points where there was a naturai break in the flow of the content. The two 

instructors followed mutuaily constructed class plans therefore each instnictor knew what 

was covered by the other. 

Table 2 

Instnictor altemations in teachinn the experimental and com~arison sections 

1" Week 
rl I 

4 ' to 8"' Week 

Instructor SBSW RBSW SBS W RBSW 

CBï LD" CB LD CB LD CB LD 

A X X X X 

B X X X X 

7 CB represents the Case-Based Instruction Method 

LD represents the LectureDiscussion Method 
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Procedure 

In the present study, students' confidentiality and anonymity were ensured. Using 

the table of random numbers, code numbers equal to the nurnber of students in the course 

were written on the instruments. At the beginning of the fiat class session, the 

instruments, the consent forms, and wallet-sized cards were distributed to al\ students in 

the class. Students were informec! that participation tvas voluntar). and that their decisions 

would not have any effect on their academic evaluation. They were asked to copy the 

code numbers on their cards and store them in their wallets as they would need their code 

nurnber in the second phase of the study (if they decided to continue participating in the 

study). Students were asked to sign consent forms which were collected and kept 

separately fiom the response forms. They were then asked to complete the MC1 and a 

background questiomaire as well as to analyze a muiticultural case. The MSLQ was 

administered during the second week of the semester, to allow the students to get familiar 

with the course format (the MSLQ items are course-specific). Towards the end of the 

study, students were reminded to bring their code numbers for the posttest. The MC1 and 

the MSLQ were administered this time. Students were asked to analyze the same 

multicultural case as in the pretest. To reduce the possibility of Hawthorne effect and 

experimental diffusion, it was explained to the students that the whole class would be 

taught through both methods of instruction after the end of the experiment. 

These arrangements were made to ensure student anonymity for several reasons. 

For one thing, cross-cultural social work is a sensitive topic for some; therefore, such 

guarantee of anonymity might affect how some students respond. For another, the 
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researcher recognizes the student-instructor power relationship and its potential impact on 

student responses. 

The treatrnent and the cornparison sections of each class in the course shared 

several aspects. First, in both the case-based and the lecture-discussion sections, an effort 

was made to provide a safe environment for students. Students were encouraged to 

express th& ideas fieely, as long as they respected the ground d e s  which were 

established in the first day of class. These rules were: (a) mutual respect, (b) listening 

without interruption, and (b) appreciation of different opinions (see I. Shulman, 1991). 

Second, readings in the course package and assignment one were the same in the two 

sections. In addition to the overall planing of the course which started a few months 

before the study, the instnictors met each week to plan each class. The class plans 

entailed the identification of the intended learning outcomes, teaching and leaniing 

activities, and allotting time for each block of activity. 

The Case-Based Instruction Mode1 

This model integrates the cognitive apprenticeship model (Collins et al., 1 989) 

with some of the principles of transfomative leaming theory. The model of case-based 

instruction in the cross-cultural social work course is described below in tems of cases, 

role of the facilitator and the students, and class format. 

Teachina cases. The multiculnual social work cases used in this study have the 

following characteristics. They are narratives with a beginning, middle, and end 

(Shulman, 1992). They include a character of a client or client (s) facing problems to be 

addressed by a social worker. The client(s) described in the case belongs to a minority 

culture in Canada. They are not too long or too complex that they create cognitive 
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overload for the student problem solvers (Shulman, 1992). They are authentic. In other 

words, the cases are either real cases in which the characters are disguised to provide 

anonymity or fictional cases which are typical of the kind of cases that social service 

practitioners might encounter in the field (see Grossman, 1992). Six of the cases used in 

this study were developed by the teaching team of the course Cross-Cultural Perspectives 

in Social Work Practice which has been the context of the study (See Appendices B and 

E for copies of these cases). The three remaining cases were the Smith case, the 

Colombian case, and case 9 published in Sowen-Hoag and Sandau-Beckler (1 996). 

Herberg (1 990), and Altamirano (1 997), respectively. 

The cases were sequenced in such a way as to meet learners' needs in their 

different stages of learning, and according to the leaming outcornes pursued in the 

course. In other words, the cases were sequenced: (1) to increase complexity; (2) in a 

logical manner to help learnea see the interrelationships among concepts. 

Class Format. Each section in the RBSW and SBSW classes started at 8:30 in the 

morning and ended at 1 1 :30. Students in each section were organized into small groups 

of four to five. A case was distributed to al1 students one week in advance (except during 

the fust week of c h ) .  In each class, students were also given a 10 minutes to read the 

case in class. Mer jotting d o m  their individual reactions, students analyzed the case in 

their small groups (group interaction). Instnictors went around to help students while 

they were discussing cases in small groups (coaching and scaffolding). This was followed 

by a discussion of the whole class. 

Roies of the students and the instructors. Roles of the instnictors and the students 

were based on the principles of the cognitive apprenticeship mode1 and the theory of 
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transformative leaming. Examples from the first class of the case sections (the Black 

Youth case, Appendix B) are provided below to illustrate how these theoretical principles 

were used to foster the development of multicuitural awareness, knowledge, and skills. 

However, it should be noted that the leamhg tasks and subsequently, the specific 

instructional activities slightly varied from one class to another, to respond to the 

changing student leaming needs, as the sîudy progressed. For example, students were 

given more modelling, coaching, and scaffolding in the first few classes to meet their 

leaming needs because they were not clear about the strategies and kinds of declarative 

knowledge needed to assess and intervene with multicultural cases. However, as more 

cases were introduced throughout the study, the leaming tasks also became more 

complex because several cases were compared and contrasted. 

The main leaming outcomes expected in this class were that students would be 

able to: (a) demonstrate beginning awareness about their assumptions in relation to the 

dynarnics of power and racism; (b) discuss the concepts of power and racism as they 

relate to multicultural social work assessment and intervention planning; and (c) 

demonstrate a beginning ability to conceptualize and devise a multiculturally appropriate 

intervention plan for a simple case. To achieve these leamhg outcomes, instructional 

activities based on the theory of transformative leaming and the cognitive apprenticeship 

mode1 were employed as discussed below. The type of questions asked following the case 

reflected both the iwo theones and the intended leaming outcomes. The thinking and 

articulation encouraged through each discussion question as well as instructorlstudent 

support and feedback were expected to lead to the intended learning outcomes. 
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For exarnple, the purpose of one set of discussion questions asked about the Black 

Youth case was to facilitate the development multicultural self-awareness. The questions 

asked about the case for this purpose were: What assumptions and values guide your 

understanding of these problems? What are the origuis of these assumptions and values 

(how did you come to espouse them)? How do you know that these assumptions are valid 

(how can you defedsupport them)? These questions ivere derived h m  the perspective 

transformation theory. Such questions are tenned critical questions in this theory because 

they encourage self-reflection (see the Theoretical Framework section). While 

circulating in the small groups as well as when debriefmg the whole class, the instmctors 

asked further critical questions (challenge) when they observed unquestioned biases. For 

exarnple, one student asserted that the police lured the students in this case because they 

were poor. The instnictor asked her what evidence she had to come to this conclusion (in 

a calm, non-threatening tone). Modelling and coaching were aiso used extensively in 

analyzing this case becaw it was the first case in the course and some students did not 

seem to understand what some of the questions meant exactly. The instmctors ofien 

provided exarnples of self-reflection. 

The second set of questions targeted the knowledge dimension of multicultural 

cornpetence. In other words, these types of questions asked about concepnial 

understanding of issues in the case and how they might apply in the problem solving 

process. Such questions were often case-specific because the intention was to introctuce 

and foster the understanding of a different set concepts in each case. In the Black Youth 

case, the following questions fa11 into this category: What power relationships can you 

see at play in this case and how this might influence your social work assessrnent and 
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intervention processes? What is the significance of racism in this case and how would 

you address it in your assessment and intervention? Here too, students were given 

coaching and scaffolding. For exarnple, one of the groups asked for the definition of the 

term power and the ïnstructor told them. Since this was the first class and there had not 

been readings done for that class, the case concepts were limited to two @ower and 

mcism). 

The purpose of the third set of questions was to foster the development of 

multicultural assessment and intervention planning skills. Specifically, the questions 

reflecting the problem identification or assessment aspect of the multicultural problem 

solving process were: What are the central problems in this case? How would you 

prioritize these problems? How would you characterize the behaviours exhibited by the 

different players in this case? Whereas the questions represeniing the intervention planing 

aspect of the multicultural problem solving process were: What are the main components 

of an intervention plan designed to help the clients involved in the case? What are some 

of the possible consequences of your suggested intervention? What makes you believe 

that your suggested solution will work? The instnictors modelled expert cross cultural 

problem resolution. In other words, examples of assessment and intervention planning 

were provided as deemed necessary (modelling). The instructors modelled that there is no 

one "right" way to conceptualize and intervene with muiticultural cases and that 

competing perspectives need to be allowed but evaiuated. For example, the instructors 

helped the students to interpret the problem in this case fkom the perspectives of ail of the 

players (i.e., the students, the school authority, the community leaders, and the police). 

The instructors were on the lookout for situations in which students reached deadlock ami 
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helped them resolve the issues. For example, one group was arguing about the right 

intervention plan to address the issues identified in the case. The instnictor encouraged 

them to move on and brainstorm several potentid plans, then choose the best one. 

The Lecture-Discussion Mode1 

The same content as the case-based instniction section was covered in the lecture 

section. nie topics in the lecture-discussion section were sequenced in such a way as to 

rneet student needs at different stages of learning. 

Class Format. Each section in the RBSW and SBSW classes started 8:30 in the 

morning and ended 1 1 :30. In every class, the lecture involved the whole section and there 

were no small groups as in the case-based section. Students were instnicted to read the 

materials in their course package for the following week. 

Role of the Students and the Instructors. The instmctors attempted to irnplement 

the ingredients of good lecturing synthesized fiom the literature (see the section on 

lecturing, page 13, in the first chapter of this document. At the outset of each lecture, 

instnictors linked the present topic to the topic(s) covered during last class and indicated 

how the present topic fits into the course structure. Instructors then provided an outline 

showing the structure of each lecture (using either the blackboard or an overhead 

projector). Next, they asked students questions about the main points of the present topic 

to stimulate thinking and interest before starting the lecture. Instructors used examples 

and metaphors fkquently to illustrate concepts. &y encouraged students to ask them 

questions or disagree with them and gave them a chance to ask questions or raise points. 

Instructon occasionally posed questions to students during lectures to check theu 

understanding. At the end of each topic, instructors provided a summary of what had 
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been covered so far anci gave students a few minutes to write a summary of the main 

concepts in the lecture. At the end of each topic, they told students what topic would be 

covered next and linked the concepts covered that day to that which would be covered 

the following week. 

Treatment Fidelitv 

Treatment tidelity refers to the extent to which plans in an experiment are 

implemented. Treatment fidelity was assessed in two ways. First, as explained earlier, the 

instmctors followed weekly class plans (See Appendix F for an example). They 

developed these class plans by reflecting on the method of teaching and the topics that 

they were implementing each week. Second, two observen each recorded the extent to 

which each instructor implernented these plans during the last four of the eight weeks of 

the present study. The observen used checklists representing the class plans to record 

whether the two methods of instruction were implemented as prescribed. To M e r  

check the exteni to which inshucton were tnie to the different methods of instniction, 

students were asked to rate the instmctoa on questionnaires reflecting their method of 

instruction (see Appendices C and D). 

Data Analvsis 

Descriptive statistics including student demographic characteristics were 

calculated. Table 1 compares the characteristics of the students in the different classes 

and sections. 

Stevens (1996) suggested that MANOVA should be used when several variables 

are correlated and share a conceptual meaning. The variables, cross-cultural awareness, 

cross-cultural knowledge, cross-ccultural skills, and cross-cuitural relationship, share the 
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conceptual meaning of cross-cultural competence. Sirnilady the variables, motivation and 

learning strategies, share the conceptual meaning of self-regulation. Therefore: 

1. Using the pretests of the four subscales of Multicultural Counseling Inventory 

(MCI) as the covariates and the posttest of these subscales as the dependent variables, 

MANCOVA was performed to investigate whether there was a significant difference 

between the group of students who had been exposed to case-based insrnidon and those 

in the traditional lecture-discussion groups in their cross-cultural competence (Research 

Question 1). 

2. Using the pretests of the two subscales of Motivated Learning Strategies 

Questionnaire (MSLQ) as the covariates and the posttest of these subscales as the 

dependent variables another MANCOVA was done to test whether there were differences 

a between the two methods in terms of enhancing self-regulated learning (Research 

Question 7). 

3. Seven ANCOVAs were conducted to determine whether there was any 

significant difference between the two methods of instruction in terms of increasing 

rnulticultural awareness(Research Question 2), multicultural knowledge (Research 

Question 3), multiculniral skill (Research Question 4), multiculniral relationship 

(Research Question 5), learning motivation (Research Question S), and leaniing strategies 

(Research Question 9) as well as to investigate any significant interaction between the 

methods of instruction and self-regulated learning (Research Question 6). The covariates 

were the pretest on îhe respective instruments. 

4. In each class, two paired t-tests were conducted to detemiine whether there 

were any significant differences between each method of instruction and its ideal, 
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theoretical mean. Two independent sample t-tests were done to determine whether 

the two methods of instruction were implemented equally in each class. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Results 

This study compared the effectiveness of case-based instruction and lecture with 

discussions in ternis of enhancing undergraduate social work students' multicultural 

social work cornpetence and their levels of self-regulation. To achieve the purpose of this 

study, data werc collecteci fiom dl audents in the RBSW and the SBSW classes who 

were present in the first day of class and agreed to participate in the study (n42 in the 

SBSW class; n=39 in the RBSW class). Students were then randomly assigned to one of 

the treatment conditions. As a result of random attrition, 20 participants each in the 

case-based instruction and the lecture-discussion sections in the SBSW class and 19 

participants each in the experimental and the cornparison conditions in the RBSW class 

were included The assumptions underlying the statistical analyses used in this study will 

first be discussed in this chapter. Results of the statistical analyses related to the nine 

specific research questions investigated in this study will then be presented. Finally, 

results of the experimental fidelity data analyses will be provided. 

ANCOVA assumes univariate normal distribution in each cell, while MANCOVA 

assumes multivariate normality. To assess normality, Shapiro-Wilks tests were conducted 

and the dependent variables were tested for skewness and kurtosis, using the EXPLORE 

procedure in SPSS. In addition, scatterplots were done to check for outliers. No serious 

departure fiom normality was detected. 

Homogeneity of population variance assumption underlies ANCOVA, while 

homogeneity of population covariance underlies MANCOVA in the dependent variables. 
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Bartlett-Box tests were conducted to check homogeneity of population variance and 

Box's M tests were used to assess homogeneity of population covariance. Violations of 

the hornogeneity of population variance assumption were detected in the dependent 

variable of multicultural skills in both the SBSW and RBSW classes as well as the 

dependent variable of multiculturul mvareness in the RBSW class. No other violations of 

this assumption were found. Due to the heterogeneity of variance in the dependent 

variables of rnulticultural awareness and mtrlricultural skills in the RBSW class, violation 

of the homogeneity of population covariance assumption was also encountered in the 

MANCOVA analyses of the dependent variables of awareness, knowledge, relationship 

and skill in the RBSW class. While this is important information, Stevens argued that "it 

is very unlikely that the equal covariance matrices assumption would ever literally be 

satisfied in practice." (1996, p. 25 1). Fominately, ANCOVA and MANCOVA analyses 

are robust to the violation of the variance-covariance assurnption when group sizes are 

equal (Glass, Peckharn, & Sanders, 1972; Stevens, 1996)' as is the case in this study. 

The standard checks were made to determine whether covariance was appropriate 

for the data analyses. The existence of a significant relationship between the covariate(s) 

and the dependent variable(s) was first verified. A second check was made to determine 

whether there was a covariate by treatment interaction. For one covariate the ANCOVA 

assumption is homogeneity of regression slopes, for two covariates, the assumption is 

parallelism of the regression planes, while for three covariates the assumption is the 

homogeneity of regression hyperplanes. Violation of this assumption meam that there is 

covariate by treatment interaction and thus ANCOVA or MANCOVA is not appropriate. 

To detemine whether there was covariate by treatment interaction when there was more 
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than one covanate, the interaction effects of al1 covariates were summed up. Violation of 

these assumptions was not detected. 

Normality of distribution and equality of population variance are the two main 

assumptions underlying t-tests which are relevant to this study. No violations of these 

assumptions were detected in the case of the independent t-tests conducted to detemine 

whether there were significant diserences behveen the extent to rvhich the tivo methods 

of instruction were implemented in each class. However, both assumptions were violated 

in the case of the paired t-tests conducted to figure out whether there was a significant 

difference between the obtained mean of each method of instruction and its perfect mean. 

The detected violations were rooted in the fact that the value of the ideal mean was six 

with zero standard deviations. In any case, there is strong evidence that t-tests are highly 

robust io these violations when the number of subjects in each group is equal (e.g., Glass, 

Peckham, & Sanders, 1972; Glass Br Hopkins, 1996). Glass and Hopkins asserted 

"indeed, for practicai purposes, one need not even test the assumption of homogeneity of 

variance when the n's are equai." (p. 293). An alpha level of .O5 was used for al1 

statistical tests. 

Examination of the Research Questions 

Research Question One 

1s the case-based method of instniction more effective than lecture-discussion in 

enhancing student multicdturai social work cornpetence? 

In the SBSW and the RBSW classes, the MANCOVA results ushg the pretests of 

the four subscdes of Multicultural Counseling Inventory (MC!) as the covariates and the 

posttest of these subscales as the dependent variables revealed a statistically significant 
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difference. Specifically, F (4,29) = 22, p = .O01 in the RBSW class and F (4,3 1) = 14.52, 

p = .O01 in the SBSW class. The multivariate effect size estimates for these dependent 

variables were .56 and .65 for the RBSW and SBSW classes respectively. Similady, the 

ANCOVA results using the pretest case analysis scores as the covariate and posttest case 

analysis as the dependent variable revealed a significant difference in both classes. In the 

RBSW class, F (1,35) = 17.27, p=0.001, while F (1,371 = 8.35, p = .O01 in the SBSW 

class (See Table 3). As Table 4 shows, the average adjusted mean for the case group is 

higher than the average adjusted mean for the lecture group in both classes. Effect size 

estimates for the case analyses were .33 and .18 for the RBSW and the SBSW classes 

respectively . 

Table 3 

ANCOVA Summaty Table for the 2 Classes on Case Analyses 

Class Univariate F tests 

SS d f MS F 

SBSW 

Treatment -14 1 .14 8.35** 

Within Error .64 37 .O2 

RBSW 

Treatment .59 1 .59 17.27** 

Within Error 1.20 35 .O3 

*p<.05 
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Table 4 

Pretest and Adiusted Posttest Means and Standard Deviations of the Case Analyses for 

the 2 Classes 

SBSW RBSW 

pretest Posttest pretest posttest 

Lecture 2.07 .2 2.63 .21 1.91 .25 2.33 .29 

Case 2.16 .25 2.75 .13 1.93 .38 2.56 .22 

Research Question Two 

1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than lecture-discussion in 

enhancing student multicultural awareness? 

In both classes, the ANCOVA results indicated a statistically significant 

difference between the experimentd and the cornparison groups in multicultural social 

work awareness. As show in Table 5 below, F (1, 32) = 7.94, p = ,001 in the RBSW 

class and F (1,34) = 54.12.52, p = .O01 in the SBSW class. As Table 6 shows, the 

average mean for the case group is higher than the average mean for the lecture group in 

both classes. Effect size estimates were .20 and .61 for the RBSW and the SBSW classes, 

respec tivel y. 
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Analysis of Covariance Summarv Table for the 2 classes on Multicultural Awareness 

Measure Univariate F tests 

- 

RBSW 

Treatment .28 1 .28 7.94** 

Within Error 1.15 32 .O4 

SBSW 

Treatrnent .75 1 .75 

Within Error 47 34 .O 1 

*p<.05 

Table 6 

Adiusted Means and Standard Deviations for the 2 classes on MC1 

Speciai BSW Reguiar BSW 

Subscale Case Lecture Case Lec t u e  

M SD M SD M SD M SD 

Awareness 3.66 .17 3.37 .32 3.42 .27 3.22 .4 

Knowledge 3.82 -13 3.69 .24 3.80 .13 3.76 .14 

Relationship 3.63 .27 3.46 .30 2.74 .31 2.41 .2 

Skill 3.82 -10 3.75 .22 3.89 .O7 3.51 .41 

Research Ouestion Three 

1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than lecture-discussion in 

enhancing student multicultural knowledge? 

In the SBSW classes, the ANCOVA results showed a significant ciifference 

between the case and the lecture-discussion groups on multicultural social work 
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knowledge, F (1,34) = 5.94, p = .02. However, the same ANCOVA analysis revealed no 

statistically significant difference in the RBSW class where F (1,32) = 1.10, p = .30 (See 

Table 7). As shown in Table 6, the average mean for the case group is higher than the 

average mean for the lecture group in both classes. Effect size estimates were .O6 and .15 

for the RBS W and the SBS W classes, respectively. 

Table 7 

Analysis of Covariance Summarv Table for the 2 classes on Multicultural Knowledae 

Measure Univariate F tests 

SS df MS F 

RBSW 

Treatment .O 1 1 .O 1 1.10 

Within Error .43 32 ,O 1 

SBSW 

Treatment .14 1 .14 5.94* 

Within Error .80 34 .O2 

*p<.OS 

Research Question Four 

1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than lecture-discussion in 

enhancing student multicultural skills? 

The ANCOVA results in both classes indicated a statistically significant 

difference between the experimental and the cornparison groups in multiculnual social 

work skill. As presented in Table 8, F (1,32) = 21.34, p = .O01 in the RBSW class and F 

(1,32) = 4.65, p = .O4 in the SBSW class. As noted previously, the average mean for the 

case group is higher than the average mean for the lecture group in both classes (sec 
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Table 6). Effect size estimates were .40 and .12 for the RBSW and the SBSW classes, 

respectively . 

Table 8 

Analvsis of Covariance S u m m q  Table for the 2 classes on Multicultural Ski11 

Measure Univariate F tests 

RBSW 

Treatment 1.18 1 1.18 21,34** 

Within Error 1.77 32 .O6 

SBSW 

Treatment .O4 1 .O4 4.65* 

Within Error -28 34 .O 1 

*p<.OS 

Research Ouestion Five 

1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than lecture-discussion in 

enhancing student multiculturaî relationship? 

In both classes, the ANCOVA results indicated a statistically significant 

difference between the case-based method and the lecture-discussion method in 

multicultural social work relationship. As presented in Table 9 below, F (1,32) = 73.8, p 

= .O01 in the RBSW class, while F (1,32) = 7.51, p =.O1 in the SBSW class. Effect size 

estimates were .28 and .18 for the RBSW and the SBSW classes, respectively. 
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Table 9 

Analvsis of Covariance Summarv Table for the 2 classes on Multicultural Relationship 

Measure Univariate F tests 

RBSW 

Treatment 2.36 1 2.36 73.80' * 
Within Error 1 .O2 32 .O3 

SBSW 

Treatment .25 1 .25 

Within Error 1.13 34 -03 

*p<.o5 

Research Question Six 

1s there interaction between the method of instruction and levels of student self- 

regulated learning? 

In both classes, the ANCOVA results using the pretest on the MSLQ as the 

covariate and case analysis scores as the dependent variable indicated no statistically 

significant interaction between the covariate and the method of instruction. In the RBS W 

class, F (1,34) = 0.34, p = .57, while F (1,36) = 1.13, p = .29 in the SBSW class (See 

Table 10). As well, no significant difference was found on the full-scale of the MC1 

where F (1,34) = 0.53, p = .47 in the RBSW class and F (1,36) = .13, p = .72 in the 

SBSW class (See Table 1 1). 
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Table 10 

ANCOVA Summarv Table for the 2 Classes on Case Analvses 

Class Univariate F tests 

SS d f MS F P 

SBSW 

Treatrnent .O3 

Within Error t .l 

RBSW 

Treatment .O2 

Within Error 2.3 

Table 11 

ANCOVA Surnmary Table for the 2 classes on MC1 

Class Univariate F tests 

SS d f MS F P 

SBSW 

Treatrnent O 

Within Error .71 

WSW 

Treatment .O 1 

Within Error .85 

Research Ouestion Seven 

1s the case-based method of insûuc tion more effective than lecture-discussion in 

enhancing students' levels of self-regdation in relation to the course? 
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In both the SBSW and the RBSW classes, the MANCOVA results using the 

pretests of the two subscales of Motivated Learning Strategies Questionnaire (MSLQ) as 

the covariates and the posttest of these subscales as the dependent variables showed no 

overall significant difference between the two teaching methods, F (2,33) = .66, p = .52 

in the RBSW class and F (2,35) = 2.50, p = .10 in the SBSW class. 

Table 12 

Adiusted Means and Standard Deviations for the 2 classes on MLSO 

SBSW RBSW 

Subscale Case Lecture Case Lecture 

M SD M SD M SD M SD 

Motivation 5.52 .39 5.36 .41 5.45 .22 5.23 .43 

Leaming 4.68 .O5 4.63 .53 4.75 .66 4.56 ,71 

Str . 

Research Question Eiaht 

1s the case-based method of instruction more effective than lecture-discussion in 

enhancing students' motivation to ieam in relation to the course? 

The ANCOVA results indicated a statistically significant difference between the 

experimental and the control groups on the motivation subscale of MLSQ only in the 

SBSW class where F (1,36) = 4.35, p = .04. As shown in Table13 there was no 

significant difference in the RBSW class where F (1,34) = .99, p = .33. (Refer to Table 

12 for the adjusted means of both classes). 
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Table 13 

ANCOVA Summarv Table for the 2 Classes on Motivation 

Class Univariate F tests 

SS df MS F P 

SBSW 

Treatment .2 8 1 .28 4.35" -04 

Within Error 2.30 36 .O64 

RBSW 

Treatrnent .O32 1 ,032 .99 .3 3 

Within Error 1 .O9 34 ,032 

Research Ouestion Nine 

Is the case-based rnethod of instruction more effective than lecture-discussion in 

enhancing students' course-related learning strategies? 

In both classes, the ANCOVA results indicated no statistically significant 

difference between the two methods of teaching on the learning strategies subscale of 

MLSQ. As depicted in Table 14 below, F (1,34) = .64, p = .43 in the RBS W class, 

whereas F (1,36) = 1.73, p = .20 in the SBSW c h .  (Refer to Table 12 for the adjusted 

means of both classes). 
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Table 14 

ANCOVA Summary Table for the 2 Classes on Le- Strateeies 

Class Univariate F tests 

SBSW 

Treatment .O 1 I .O 1 1.73 .20 

Within Error -1  36 .O03 

RBSW 

Treatment ,029 1 .O29 

Within Error 1.54 34 .O45 

Table 15 

Sumrnarv of the Resuits for the 9 Research Ouestions 

Univariate F 

Dependent Variable RBSW SBSW 
Cornpetence 1 7.27* * 8.35** 

Awareness 7.94* * 54.12** 

Knowledge 1.10 5.94* 

Relationship 73.8** 7.5 1 * 
Self-regulated leaming by 1.13 
Method of instruction 
Self-reguiated leaming 6 6  

Motivation .99 4 . 3 s  

Leaming strategies .64 1.73 

'pc.05 
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Demonraphic Variables bv Treatment Interactions 

Using MANCOVA and ANCOVA in both classes, no significant interaction was 

found between the demographic variables of age, gender, social work experience, 

ethnicity, history of immigration, and GPA on the one hand, and method of instruction on 

the other hand. This  result is in terrns of both case analyses and self-report measures of 

multicultural social work cornpetence. 

Treatment fideiitv 

Student Instructor Rating 

Was each of the two methods of instruction implemented perfectly (as prescribed) 

in each class? (In other words, was there any significant difference between the obtained 

mean instructor rating for each method of instruction and the highest possible mean 

rating for that method of instruction in each class?). 

In both classes, the t-test results indicated that there was a statisticaily significant 

difference between obtained mean instnictor rating for both the lecture-discussion and the 

case method of teaching and the perfect score for each method (See Table 16). 

Table 16 

t-test on Mean Instructor Ratinn for Each method of Instruction and the Ideal Mean 

for that Method 

Class Ms t value Ms t value 

Case Ideal lect. Ided 

SBSW 5.62 6 -6.99* * 5.70 6 -6.4** 
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Were the two methods of instruction implemented equally in each class? 

(Specifically, was there any significant difference between the average mean instnictor 

rating scores-combined for the two instructors-for the two methods of instruction in 

each class?). 

The t-test results showed no significant difference between the average mean 

instmctor rating scores for the two methods of instruction in hth  classes. .4s Table 16 

shows, t(18) = .65, PB.05 in the RBSW class, whereas t (19) = .71, P1.05 in the SBSW 

class. 

Table 17 

t-test results for the 2 Classes on Instructor Ratinrr for the 2 Methods of Instruction 

1 nstruc tor SBSW t values RBSW t values 

Case Lect. Case Lect. 

Total 5.62 5.70 .71 5.56 5.61 .65 

Classroom Observation 

Four out of the eight classes covered by this experiment were observed to record 

the extent to which class plans representing the two methods of instruction were applied. 

The observation results showed that case-based and the lecture-based classes were 

comparable on the extent to which the activities planned for the class were implemented 

(See Appendix A for a sample of class plans). In both classes, al1 topics, subtopics and 

operationalized aspects of the two teaching methods were covered as planned. However, 

one should note that this observation data does not reveal the quality of the 
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a implementation of the methods of instruction. This observation involved only the low 

inference, descriptive variables specified in the class plan. In addition, the coaching and 

scaffolding aspects of the case-based method of instruction codd not be recorded 

completely by the observers because it also occurred in the several small groups 

simultaneously . 

The case-based and the lecture-discussion sections of each ciass were dso 

compared on the extent to which the total time allotted to each section of the class was 

used. In the SBSW c h ,  1 1 hours and 52 minutes out of the total of 12 hours (98.9%) 

were used in the lecture-discussion section, while al1 12 hows were used in the case 

section. The eight minutes difference was due to the class starting four minutes late in the 

th moming and two minutes late after the break in the 6 week of class (the second week of 

observation). 
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CHAPTER V 

Discussion 

Case-based instruction has a long history of use in business and legal education 

and its application is increasing in several professional fields including medicine, teacher 

education and social work. Theoretical and anecdotal support for the utilization and the 

value of case-based instruction is abundant. However, empirical etidence of the 

effectiveness of case-based instruction is limited and inconclusive. The majority of 

research into the effectiveness of case-based instruction has been conducted in the fields 

of business, medicine, and teacher education. To this researcher's knowledge, there is no 

research comparable to the present study which compares case-based instruction to other 

methods of instruction in social work. 

@ 
It has been suggested in the literature on case-based instruction that there might 

be a reciprocal relationship between case-based instruction and self-regdated leaming. 

On the one hand, self-regulated learning may be an important learner characteristic that 

can either facilitate or hinder learning from case-based instruction. On the other hand, if 

students engage in case-based instruction their self-regulated learning skills may increase. 

To this researcher's knowledge, however, no controlled experiment has been conducted 

so far to examine the daims of the effectiveness of case-based instruction in promoting 

self-regulated leaming or the positive interaction between case-based instruction and 

levels of learner self-regdation in any content area. The present snidy contributes to the 

literanire in this regard. This discussion of the hdings of the present study will be 

organized as follows: discussion of the results, generalizabiiity and limitations of the 

resuits, implications for ptactice, and recommendations for M e r  research. 
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Discussion of the Results 

Multicultural Social Work Commtence 

Findings of the present study reveaied evidence supporthg the effectiveness of 

case-based instruction in fostering the overall development of multicultural social work 

competence. Multiculniral sociai work competence refers to the appropriateness of a 

social worker's use of attitudes, knowledge, relationship, and sliills to effective sociai 

work practice with persons fiom cultural backgrounds different than his/her own. Both in 

the RBS W and SBS W classes, participants in the case-based instruction group 

demonstrated significantly higher multiculhual social work competence as compared to 

the lecture-discussion group. This difierence between the experimental and the 

cornparison groups was both in terms of students' self-report and performance on case 

analyses. 

This study also investigated separately several components of muiticultural social 

work competence: multicultwal awareness, multiculturai knowledge, multicultural 

relationship, and multiculnual skills. Each will be discussed in tum in the following 

paragraphs. 

Multicultural social work awareness. The social worker's awareness and 

appreciation of hidher own and the client's worldview and biases and how this may 

affect the helping process was one of the components of multicultutai social work 

investigated in this study. Several studies in teacher education have found that case-based 

instruction is suitable to address teacher biases, prejudices, and to foster the development 

of positive attitudes toward multiculturalism (Dana & Floyd, 1992; Kleinfeld, 199 1 ; J. 

0 
Shulman, 1992b). The results of the present study concur with the preliminary findlligs of 
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these studies. The case-based sections of both classes showed higher rnulticultural social 

work awareness than the lecture-discussion sections (see Table 6 for the adjusted means 

and standard deviations). The theory of perspective transformation might explain this 

result. It seems that multicultural cases provided students with trigger events that 

stimulated their critical self-reflection, as they were confionted with worldviews different 

fiom the2 own and alternative ways of conceptualizing and intenrening with these cases. 

These culturally different ways of conceptualizing the problems and proposing solutions 

to them came fiom various sources. These included the uistnicton' critical questioning 

throughout the class, peer interactions during small group discussions, and the different 

perspectives of the characters in the case. The fudings of the present study support J. 

Shulman's (1 99 1) and Dana and Floyd's (1 993) suggestions that case-based instruction 

gives students the opportunity to identie their underlying assurnptions and to reflect on 

them. 

Multicultural social work knowledtze. The social worker's knowledge of the 

personal and social aspects of the theoretical underpinnings of rnulticultural social work 

was also investigated in this study. Findings indicated that case-based instruction was 

more effective than the lecture-discussion method in the SBSW class but not in the 

RBSW class. One of the few studies to investigate this area, Sudzina (1993), compared 

case-based instruction with cooperative leaming and fond the former to be more 

effective in increasing understanding of rnulticultural issues. In the present study, the 

difference between the two classes may be attributed to the fact that students in the 

SBSW might possess higher levels of intellectua ability reflected by their higher level of 

e education. It is generdy established in the literature that stuûents with higher intellectual 
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ability perform better than intellectually less able students in most educational situations 

(e.g, Mckeachie et al., 1991). There is also a suggestion in the literature that different 

methods of instruction might be more effective in helping students with varying 

intellechial abilities learn (e.g., Cronback & Snow, 1977; Como & Snow, 1986). 

However, it was beyond the scope of this study to investigate whether there is interaction 

between method of instruction (lecture YS. case-based instruction) and students' level of 

education. 

Multicultural social work skills. Students' culturally appropriate social work 

assessrnent and intervention skills were found to be more enhanced by case-based 

instruction as compared to lecture with discussions in this study. These results are in line 

with those of a study in business education (Watson, 1975) where case-based instruction 

was superior to the lecture in fostering the enhancement of students' ability to apply 

business principles. Tillman (1993) also found an advantage for case-based instruction in 

the enhancement of preservice teachea' problem solving as compared to a 

lecture/discussion format. These findings make sense because, uniike students who are 

taught through the lecture method, students in the case-based instruction method are able 

io practice the cognitive skills needed to solve problems in their domain. In addition, the 

instnictors in this study modeled instances of how to analyze and devise an intervention 

plan for specific multiculturai cases. According to the cognitive apprenticeship model, 

modeling of cognitive processes such as problem solving, reasoning, and decision 

making facilitates l e d g  because it makes visible to students these otherwise invisible 

mental processes. 
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Multicdtural relationshie. Finally, multicultural relationship as a dimension of 

multiculNal social work cornpetence was also examined in the present study. In both 

classes, case-based instruction was found to be more effective in enhancing student 

multicultural relationship skills. The literature on case-based instruction argues that case- 

based instruction should be an effective method of instruction for enhancing interpenonal 

skills (Levin, 1 995, Wassemm, 1 993). The rationale for th is  argument is tliat case-basai 

instruction encourages student interaction and thus supports the practice of interpersonal 

skiils. This argument applies to the present study because students in the case-based 

instruction sections had more opportunity to interact with each other both in the small 

groups and in the class as a whole as compared with the students in the lecture-discussion 

sections. Group interaction is also an integral part of both the cognitive apprenticeship 

a mode1 and the theory of transfomative learning (e.g., Collins et al., 1989; Cranton, 1994) 

whic h guided this study . 
Self-Reaulated Learning 

Self-regdation bv method of instruction interaction. Whether there is interaction 

between the method of instruction and students' levels of self-regulation was also of 

interest in this study. It is suggested in the literature that students with low self-regulation 

skills might not have the skills necessary to learn frorn case-based instruction because 

case-based instruction puts more demands on thern to act and think independently than 

teacher-centered teaching methods (Blurnenfeld, Soloway, Marx, Krajcik, Guzdial, and 

Palincsar, 1991; Ertmer et al., 1996). In case-based instruction, students engage in 

cornplex, ambigwus leaming tasks as they analyze problems fiom different perspectives 

e and make decisions on the basis of cornpethg pieces of evidence. These processes are 
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also generally viewed as integral parts of self-regulated learning (Erimer et al., 1996; 

Paris & Newman, Zimmerman, 1990, 1994). Therefore, the implication is that case-based 

instruction might be more beneficiai for students with higher levels of self-regulated 

learning. However, the results of the present study do not support this view. In both 

classes, there was no significant interaction between the method of instruction and 

students' reported levels of self-regdated leaming. This may be due to the particulas 

model of case-based instruction used in the present study which integrates the cognitive 

apprenticeship mode1 and the theory of tramfornative learning. Theoretically, the 

teaching strategies inherent in the cognitive apprenticeship model including modeling, 

coaching, scaffolding, articulation, reflection, and fading, may support students with low 

self-regulatory skills. Specifically, instead of king immened into a complex, arnbiguous 

task without an appropriate mental model, students see how the instnictor uses theoretical 

pnnciples and strategies to anaiyze and devise intervention plans for cases ( modeling). 

Students are then given the opportunity to solve problems on their own while they know 

that various degrees of help is available as needed (coaching, scaffolding, and fading). 

Students then gradually take control over their learning as they enhance theù skills in 

case analyses in that domain. Both the theory of transfomative leaming and the cognitive 

apprenticeship model emphasize student reflection which is also an important leaming 

strategy (e.g., Collins et al., 1989; Cranton, 1994). 

Enhancement of Self-re~ulated Learninn. This sîudy dso investigated the effect 

of method of instruction on self-regulated leaming. In both classes, there was no 

significance difference between the experimental and control groups, which indicates that 

0 
case-based instruction is not more effective than lecture-discussion in promoting self- 
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regulated leaming. In an exploratory study, Ertmer et al. (1996) compared how students 

with low levels of self-regdation and those with high levels of self-regulation approached 

and responded to case-based instruction. The authors argued that the processes inherent 

in case-based instruction might enhance students' self-regulated learning skills. The 

rationaie for their argument was that students in case-based instruction practice skills 

such as collaborative leaming, active leaming, problem solving in a meaningful context, 

and reflection which are similar to those possessed by high self-regulaton. The results of 

the present investigation do not support their assertion. A possible expianation of any 

undetected difference is that, like other self-report instruments, the MSLQ might not be 

sensitive enough to measure the dynarnics of self-regulated learning (Pintrich, 1993, as 

cited in Ertrner et al., 1996; Garcia, et al., 1994). 

Student learning motivation was also investigated in this study as one of the two 

components of self-regulated leaming. There is a suggestion in the literature that case- 

based instruction effectively supports student motivation to leam. Wassermann (1 993) 

put it this way: "cases, by their very nature, drive us to find the information we need to 

arrive at more uiformed decisions. They are natural motivators that spur the need to 

know." (p.30). The findings of the present study only partly support this view. Students in 

the case-based instruction section of the SBSW class reported higher levels of leaming 

motivation, but students in the RBSW class did not. As mentioned earlier, students in the 

SBS W class had a higher level of education on average. Further research is needed to 

determine whether there is an interaction between level of education and method of 

instruction (case-based instruction vs. lecture-discussion) in tenns of enhancing student 

learning motivation. 
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Finally, enhancement of students' leamhg strategies was considered in the 

present study. As stated earlier, the processes inherent in case-based instruction including 

active learning in a meaningfbi context, collaborative learning, problem solving, and 

reflection require and may subsequently enhance leanllng strategies (Ertmer et al., 1996; 

Resnick & Klopfer, 1989). The result of the present study does not support this assertion. 

In both classes, no significant difference was found between case-based instruction and 

the lecture-discussion method in terrns of enhancing student learning strategies. However, 

the limitations of self-report instruments in capturing the complexity of leaming 

strategies should be noted. 

In summary, as explained in the section on case-based instruction, there are 

several versions of case-based instruction noted in the literature. The version used in this 

a study was guided by the cognitive apprenticeship mode1 and the theory of transfomative 

learning. However, more research needs to be done to determine whether the supenority 

of case-based instruction found in the present study is due to case-based instruction in 

general or the particular format of case-based instruction used in the present study. 

Generalizabilitv and Limitations of the Results 

The dificulty of conducting experiments which are both intemally and extemaily 

valid in educational research is well-documented in the literature (e.g., Campe11 & 

Stanley, 1963; Borg & Gall, 1989). On the one hand, fhdings fiom the more intemally 

valid laboratory studies cannot be safely generalized to real-world educational practice. 

On the other hanci, it is difficult to adequately control the extraneous variables in more 

extemally valid experiments (and thus claim causal relationship between the independent 

and the dependent variables). As a compromise, there is a need for controlling the threats 
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to intemal and extemal validity as much as reasonably possible. The ways that these 

threats were addressed in this study is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Intemal Validity 

Of the eight types of potential threats to internal vaiidity specified by Campbell 

and Stanley (1963), seven are dikely to affect the present study. Hktory. maturation, 

and testing, are assumed to be controlled in th is  study since the experimental and the 

comparison groups had equai chance of being afTected by these factors. Instrumentation 

was not a threat to the validity of this study since no change in instrumentation was made 

from pretest to posttest. Statistical regression did not affect this study because the groups 

were not selected on the basis of their extreme scores. Differentia selection and 

selection-maturation interaction were not a concem in this study since participants in 

,e each class (SBSW and RBSW) were randomly assigned to the case-based instruction and 

lecture-discussion sections. The influence of Experimental Mortali@ was highly unlikely 

because attrition was random and minimal. In the SBSW class, one participant in the 

experimental condition and another participant in the comparison condition did not 

complete the study. In the RBSW class, one participant did not complete the posttest and 

was thus dropped fiom the analyses. The initial random assignment of students to the 

experimental and comparison groups is expected to minimize the effect of attrition in this 

study . 
B y  contrast, Erperimental Treutment Difision is one of the exhzuieous variables 

identified by Campe11 and Stanley (1963) that might have influenced the resdts of this 

study . Borg and Gai1 (1 989) explained Experimentul Treatment D i f i i o n  as foilows: "if 

O 
the treatment condition is perceivcd as very desirable relative to the control condition, 
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membea of the control group may seek access to the treatment condition." (p. 647). To 

reduce the possibility of this kind of threat to the intemal validity of the experiment, it 

was explained to students that the whole class would be taught through both methods of 

instruction afler the end of the experiment. The assumption was that if students knew that 

they would be exposed to both methods of instruction they would be less inclined to seek 

Somation about the method of instruction of sections diflerent than their own, 

However, there was still a possibility of Experimental Treutment Difi ion particularly 

because students often take other courses together and work on projects in these courses 

together. 

Extemal validity refers to "the extent to which the findings of an experiment can 

be applied to particular settings." (Borg & Gall. 1989, p. 649). Bracht and Glass (1 968) 

distinguish two types of external validity: population vaiidity and ecological validity. 

Pooulation validihr. Bracht and Glass (1968) M e r  specified two kinds of 

population validity. The first category is the extent to which findings c m  be generalized 

from the sample to a defined population. Most of the cohort of students in the SBSW and 

BSW programs participated in the study. The results of the present study, therefore, 

might be generalized to students in the program at the University from which the sample 

was ârawn. The second type of population validity is "the extent to which personologicd 

variables interact with treatment effects." (Borg & Gall, 1989, p. 650). The fact that no 

significant interaction was found between students' age, level of social work experience 

and GPA in both classes boosts the extemal validity of this study. Students in the SBSW 

and the RBSW classes represent Merent levels of age and academic backgrounds and in 
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bath classes case-based instructions tumed out to be supenor to lecture-discussions in 

ternis of overall multicdtriral competence, multiculniral awareness, multicultural 

relationship and multicdhual skill. The only two dependent variables in which there 

were inconsistent fmdings in the two different classes were multicultural knowledge and 

motivation. The relatively high consistency of the study findings seem to support their 

generalizability to social work students of difTerent chamcteristics. However, one has to 

be cautious in generalizing this study to al1 post-secondary education students or even to 

al1 social work students. 

Ecoloeical validity. Borg Br Gall explained that ecological validity "concems the 

extent to which the results of an expriment can be generalized fiom the set of 

envuonmental conditions created by the researcher to other environmental conditions." 

(1 989, p. 650). The Hawthorne Effect which is one of the potential threats to ecological 

validity specified by Bracht and Glass (1968) may have affected the present study. 

Various steps were taken to reduce the influence of the Hawthorne Effect. Fiat, students 

were given the least ethically possible information about the nature of the study. Second, 

students were assured that al1 of them would expenence the two methods of instruction 

after the study was over. Finally, the fact that the experiment extended over a period of 

eight weeks might have reduced the novelty of case-based instruction. That being said, it 

remains a possibility that this threat to ecological validity affected this study for at least 

two reasons. First, for ethicai reasons, students were told that they were participating in a 

study and this might have intluenced their performance on the instruments. Secondly, 

students aiso knew that the systematic use of case-based instruction was new to the 
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O School of Social Work anâ some students might have perceived it as more desirable than 

conventional instruction. 

As Borg and Gall point out (1 989) "the generalizability of the experiment may be 

limited by the particular pretest and posttest designed to measure achievement gains or 

other outcome variable." (p. 653). Only one self-report instrument was used to measure 

multicultural social work awareness, multicdtunl socid work knowledge, muiticdiurai 

social work relationship, multicultural social work s kill, and self-regulated learning . 

Although each of these instruments has high validity and reliability (see the section on 

Instrumentation, in the Methodology chapter), triangulation of different sources of data 

would have increased the validity of the results and their generalizability to other 

instruments, 

a Experimenter bias is another threat to ecological vaiidity. One form of this 

concems the equivalency of the experimenten. Borg and Gall (1 989) explained that "an 

experimental treatrnent may be effective or ineffective because of the particular 

experirnenter who administers it" (p. 65 1). Severai steps were taken to control this threat 

to genedizability. First, instmcton were trained in ushg case-based instruction to ensure 

that they were able to implement the two methods of instruction as prescribed. Secondly, 

written class plans were developed for each condition which were true to the methods of 

instruction. Finally, the instructors alternated teachhg the four treatment conditions. 

To ensure that the instructors followed the written class plans (in other words, 

treatment fidelity), two procedures were followed. F k t ,  two trained observers recorded 

the extent to which hstmctors followed written class plans in each class. The results of 

tbis observation indicated high treatment fidelity. In both classes, ail topics, subtopics and 
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operationalized aspects of the two teaching methods were covered as planned. Al1 of the 

allotted 12 hours were used both in the lecture-discussion and case-based sections of the 

RBSW class. However, in the SBSW class, 11 hours and 52 minutes out of the total of 12 

hours (98.9.h) were used in the lecture-discussion section, while al1 12 hours were used 

in the case section. Second, students rated the extent to which instructors implernented 

each method of instruction. This data also revealed good but not perfect treatment 

fidelity. Although the two teaching methods were not implemented perfectly in any class, 

student ratings reflected a good match. Students' mean ratings of both instructors in terms 

of implementing al1 methods of instruction were between 5.5 1 and 5.7 1 with 5 

representing very oflen and 6 representing almost always. The degree to which the two 

methods were implemented in each class was the same (see Table 16 for the t-test results 

of mean instnictor rating scores for the two methods of instruction in each class). One has 

to note here that the two instruments used to measure the two methods of instruction are 

new and their reliability and validity are unknown. 

Im~lications for Practice 

The case-based instruction group demonstrated consistently higher overall 

multicuitural competence than the lecture-discussion group with the same amount of 

instructional time. This includes multicultural social work competence as measured 

through student self-report and by scoring their performance on case analyses. It must be 

noted here that the lecture-discussion method in this study was carefidly constnicted and 

implemented. Various lechuing styles are used in higher education. However, in this 

researcher's opinion, the version used in this snidy represented close to the best tbat this 

e method of instruction could offer because it was based on elements of effective lecturing 
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synthesized fiom both the theoretical and the research literatw. Therefore, in this 

researcher's view, the present study represents a hue test of the potential of case-based 

instruction against a fonn of instruction that is ofien the nom in univenities. 

Therefore, one can conclude fiom this study that case-based instruction taught 

through the cognitive apprenticeship mode1 and the theory of transfomative leaming is 

more effective than lecture with discussions in tems of promoting rnulticuiturai social 

work competence. This is the case for al1 components of multicultural social work 

competence except the cultural knowledge component. It is stressed thmughout the 

literature that one has to consider practical significance carefully in addition to statistical 

significance (e.g., Borg & Gall, 1989, Stevens, 1996). Effect size is one of the most 

popular ways of estimating practical significance. The multivariate effect size estimates 

were .56 and .65 for the RBSW and SBSW classes. respectively. Cohen (1969) indicated 

that an effect size of .80 should be considered large for most psychological research. 

In light of the foregoing, this research would support the use of case-based 

instruction in courses addressing multicultural social work with some limitations. The 

fact that no significant difference was found between case-based instruction and lecture- 

discussion in terms of multicultural knowledge in the RBSW class and in terms of self- 

regulated leaming in both classes does not invalidate this recommendation. However, 

instructors implementing the case-based instruction should be trained in using it 

skillfully. They should be aware of the possible limitations of case-based instruction and 

must be able to use it effectively. This study has proven the effectiveness of one 

particular method of case-based instruction over lecture-discussions and any 
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0 generalization to other forms of case-based instruction or methods of teaching would be 

unjustified. 

It should also be noted that the supenoity demonstrated by the groups in the 

case-based sections on case analyses performance and self-reported multicultural 

competence may not generalize to actual practice situations. However, in this 

researcher's opinion, by analyhg and making decisions about redistic cases faced by 

professionals in the field, students are better prepared for real-world problems. In other 

words, the kinds of thinking involved in practice with multicultural case analyses and 

intervention planing are the precursor to competent practice in real situations. 

Recommendation for Further Research 

1. Replication of this study comparing two formats of case-based instruction to 

a determine whether the results of this shidy are due to the particular model of case-based 

instruction. 

2. Replication of this study comparing this model of case-based instruction to 

other instructional strategies ofien used in the social work classroom such as lecture with 

role-playing to find out whether the results hold only for lecture-discussions. 

3. Replication of this study to investigate whether there is interaction between 

method of instruction (lecture-discussion vs. case-based instruction) and students' level 

of education, 

4. Conceptuaiization and testing of a structural equation model to investigate the 

relationships between the different aspects of the cognitive apprenticeship/traasformative 

leaming theory model used in the present study and the different dimensions of 

muiticuiturai social work competence. 
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5. Investigation of whether the differences between the two methods of instruction 

hold in observable behaviours in the context of  red-worid muiticultural social work 

practice. 
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Appendix A 

Human Consent Fonn 



CONSENT 

My name is A M  Barise and I am a doctorai mident at the Department of Educational and 
Counseling psychology, Mcûill University. The study I am requesting you to participate in will 
compare d i i imt  methods of teachlng cross-cultural m i a i  work. ïhe results of this study are 
expected to incrarsc our howledge about Ieaming and teachuig cross-cultural social work. Your 
totd tirne cornmitment to this study is  a maximum of three hours. Please note that pmicipation in 
this study is voluntary and that your refûsd to take part will not r d t  in loss of benefits to which 
you an othenvise entitled. 

You have ken candornly usigned to one of the two d o n s  of the claas where you will be 
taught through one of two tcaching methods cornmonly useû in the ciassroorn. This randorn 
assignment wiU not pose a problan of incoavenicnw for you since the two xctions of the class will 
be taught at the same tirne and as specified in the undergraduate course schedule. Your 
confidentiality and uionymity will be ensurd in this study in the foilowing manntr. As you cm see, 
rcsponse foxms with code numben uken âorn the ubk of nndom mimkrs and wallet-sized cards 
have km distnbuted to you. If you are wüiing to participate in this study, pleue sign these consent 
f o m  (beiow) and copy your code nmbers to your cards and store tban in your waliets because you 
wiîl need your code-numkn in the second phase of this shidy (ifyou decide to continue your 
panicipation). The consent forms WU be coiiected ad kept scpamtcly fiom the mponse fonns. 
A h ,  plcase cornpiete the instruments and anaiyze the case accorduig to the directions given. ûuring 
the third week of the semester, you wiN k askd to cornpiete a questionnaire conccrning your views 
about and approacha to 1-g in this course. Towuds the end of the semesta, you will again be 
asked to perfonn the sunc tasks as at tk begbmg of the coune. 

if you have any questioas about this study or your rights and cancans, 1 encourage you to 
contact me (3344663  or 398-6648). Thank you for your imenst in helping me in what promises to 
be vduable, practical research. 

Abdi Barise, M.S. W. 
nie Principal hvestigator 

1 apee to participate in this study ad understand thu al information given will remah 
confidenthi and anonymous. 1 understand tbat 1 am behg adcd to participate in a study that is 
camparing two methods of t w b 8  ctoss-cuîtwal social work. 1 aiso understand that 1 am undet no 
obli@on to participate in t b i ~  mdy, that 1 may discontinue participation at any time, and that my 
refbrrl to participate will not result in loss of bencfits to wbich 1 am oth«wir entitled. 

Participant Date 
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Appendix B 

Case Studies 



Harassrnent of Black Youth by Law Enforcement ~gentsl 

in a recent incident, police officers âom Station 24 lured a group of young Black high school 

shidents dunng break tirne with off- of pizza lunch as part of a police/community program. The 

youth were daahcd and used in a criniiiiPI lineup without the consent of either the school 

authoritk or theu parents. Some of the audents came out of this incident very mg-. One student 

soid to the mhool authorities 4 am very diolppointeâ, it is W<e WC are aIi aiminais. So, anything can 

be done to us. It dasn't matter because we are Black" 

The public relations offiar at Station 24 where the incident had occuned had infomed the 

school authorities that "this kind of b u p  is the oniy way that crinPnals a n  k property identifieci." 

School authontifs could not reach the officers involved in this incident. 

Suppose that you are the scbod social wokm who have ken assi@ to work with the 

studmts involvd in this incident. School authorities ktieve that these midents are highiy 

m m a h d  by tbis arpCnence. You h v t  ken Uifonncd by the school authonties that two 

~ O I W  in the Blrdr Community of Mont& haâ d e d  the school and voiced th& concem 

about varioua kin& ofbuurmgt of Blrk y& in Montreai by Inu do~ccllscnt agents. Th( 

school authoritiea biva inbcmdd you tht the two difkent Black Commuiity leaders mmtioned 

several cases of Bi& youtâ ô e i q  denid acœss to the Metro rnd being detained by Metro Stcurity 

$wdr for not hviq propcr idtiitificltion. 



b 

How would you define the problem as well as assess and intervene in this case? Specificailv: 

1. a. W b t  a n  the central problems in this case? 

b. How wodd you priorithe these problems? 

c. what aswmptions and values guide your understanding of these probiems? 

d. What are the ongins of these assumptions and vdues (how did you corne to espouse them)? 

e. How do you know b t  these asaimptions are vaiid (how cm you defdsuppon them)? 

f. How would you chatacterize the behaviom exhibited by the difI'trent players in this case 

(what do they mean)? 

g. what power relatiomhips cm you see at play in this case aad how ths rnight influence your 

sociai work assessmem and intwention processes? 

h. what is the si@cance of racism in this case and how would you address it in your 

assasment and intervention? 

2. a. How mi@ your backpound and id&@ r&ct your w o k  with the parties involveci? 

b. How would you d d  with the possible impact of your id- on the hclping 

proœa? 

3. Whrt additional information would you #Ir in order to complete th assessment of 

thb cwc? 



4. a. Based on the information presmtly available to you, outhe an intervention 

plan desig~ed to help the youth and the Black community on the one hanci, and the 

police and the Metro Secwity agents on the other hand. 

b. whu are some of the possible consepuences of your suggestcd intervention? 

c. What maka you believc that your aiggested solution wiii work ? 



Smiices for Abused Immigrant women1 

Lamana is a 35 y e u  old women of  Rwaridan Tutsi heritage. Shc w u  bom in Rwanda and 

lived there until the outset of the Tutsi minonty gmocide by the Huni rnajority extremists. 

She subsequently rui away to üve in a rcfugee carnp in North Eastern Kenya. Lamana met 

Buken. a 37 year old Tutsi man in the refuge camp wd they aibsequmtly got marrieci. 

Buken lefi his pregnant d e  behind to corn to Canada and ciaim refuge statu. He 

bought a Kenyan passport with a fb American Msi and enterai Cuudi through the 

United States. Bukera w u  subse~ucntiy raceptd u a conventionai nfuga in Canada. 

Bukera ûid an application with the Curdiin Lnmigmtion to sponsor his wité wiâer the 

h d y  re-uni6cation program Howevar, the Cudirn Immigration authorities did not 

teco@e the coupie's m m i q p  b c w e  they could mt produce a d a g c  d a t e  

âom Rwudr. Thedore, be sponsoral Lamm as Iiis Fiame,  u aiggestd by the 

immigdoa mthoritiu. LIllUlY ad coupIo's one-yarold son, P 4  urived at Montrd 

to job B u k q  about two ycu from the tirne k left bU pmgnmt wife in the teftga camp. 

LMW WU gantcd two monsiw dûence by tk Clndirm unmigration udboritics at 

Minklrirportrad~toldtogctmvridto&rFiuicawitbm90diystonryin 

Canidrit 



her hwbuid because she did not h o w  of any alternatives. Howwer, she insiaed that the 

girl Mead lave the house in the near future. Bukera threatcned Lamana with cancellation 

of hm spomrship anâ deportation to Rwanâa. One ni& Bukera physically asdtcd 

L.muia following an argument about Buken's girl k d .  LMUM c011~~1ted with another 

Rwandan women, Nicole, whose relatives she hmu in Rwanda. FoUowing Nicole's 

advice, Lamana went ta a Women's Sheltcr in the ara  with her cbild. 

Suppose that Lunuii came to the Shelter w h  you work and you have ôeen asked by 

the prevention conmitta at the Shelter to propose a program of(USistari~t for women 

whor sponsonhips have bœn threatened by thch hwbuids. in puticuiar, the cornmittee 

is concctned with womm likc Lunrni who h v e  Unvd  in Montrd as sponrored 

immilprau d e r  the Flinily RmmWuion program, &a escaphg civii w i n  in th& own 

courmies. LiLe somc of these w o m  had spad s o w  time in refuge camps phor 

to their mkai in C h  These womm oAen tolcrate subsrurtirl abusc tkom their 

hYrknds out of fbr thit thy will k rem kcL to th& WU-ravageci countfies shouid 

immigration sponaonhips k wit&fnwn 



c. what assumptions and vaiues guide your understanding of these problems? 

d. What are the origins of these assumptions and vaiues (how did you corne to 

eSpOUK thmi)? 

e. How do you h o w  t h  these usumptions are vaüd (how can you defisupport 

t hem)? 

E How would you ~hsracterizt the behavioun exhibiteci by the diffaent players in 

thh case (what do they mean)? 

g. what power reiitionships can you sec at play in this case and how this mi@ 

influence your social work oatessmat and intervention procesaes? 

2. a. How might your backgouad and idmtity affect your work with the parties 

involveci? 

b. How wouid you d d  with the possible impact of your identity on the heiping 

proccsr? 

3. a. What are the implications of the C d a n  and Qucbec Mgration lawslpolicia for 

these women? 

b. What other proviacirl or f d d  laws policies may positivdy or negatively impact 

on tbe h c e a  f9r t h e  clients? 

4. Whs ddi t id  infblllllsion wouiâ you s e k  in orda to complete the usessmmt of 

this CL-~IL!? 



5. a Bascd on the information presently availabk to yoy outline an intervention 

plan desi@ to help Lamana ad other womm in ber situation. 

b. whrt are wlmc of the possible consequences of your suggestcd intervention? 

c. Whit rnakm you klieve Ibit your suaested solution will work ? 

d. What poiicies n d  to be changed in order for these ctients to enhance their 

functio~? 

e. How cm any Pavice buriers af59cting these clients' circumstanceg be 

eiimiiutd? 

E What kinâ of advocacy do these c h u  nad? 



Mn. Mukanda escapd 6om the brutal regime of Mobutu Sese Seko in Zpin (now 

known as the Democratic Replbiic of the Congo) &er governent soldim had killed her 

two brothcn on suspicion of belonging to an underground n k l  movemcnt. She came to 

Canada in May 1992 and claimecl r&ga status. 

In 1993 ber reftga ciaim w u  rrjccted by the Immigration and Refuge Baud of 

Canaâa and wu orderai to k deponed back to her wu-tom country where war w u  t h  

mghg betweni Mobutu's govanment and a group of nkfs. 

Whai oSciais from the Enforcement Bnach of Cuiidirn Immigration Unved at 

hm home in Vie St. Laurent in Iune 1994 to deport ha, r& hd just aniveci nom 

hospital w k e  she hd kcn dniitted for compiicatio~~ in her 6ve-monthold prcgmcy. 

She w r i  armecl ad dmined a the Tmgwy pchn for women whüe k dcportation 

PIPen w= WB -0  

Uispiteofhcrpoa~condition, t h e o f f i ~ ~ b Q t o p u t k o n a n  Au 

FnaeepbrouadfinPutrndKiPrhur,fi.EmbQwacnn,Immi@on 

Ofnciils rnd r tnaJe mm whow job m, to idfiriliaa continum dosa of wme mong 

m4diClSiontoLeephg~ridduntiltbcpb~h~.niaydumpedher 

i n h ~ r t i a K i i d u u r n d ~ t o r p a d r d i n c a i y & o n i i i P d .  

T b i r c r r w r n i a c i ~ A M i B r i r r d A ( i s L L ~ , i t U 8 r d c r c .  



Whm news ofthe d r u m g  and depoitation of the pregnant woman became 

public, the Immigration Department claimed thu they administered the drue on the advise 

of hm doctor. It tumed out that no doctot riiw Mn. Muàanda prior to her deportation. 

Dbcusion quatioas: 

What are your r d o m  to the Mukanda case? 

How would you h o w  whether Mrs. Mukada is  a *ga? 

Wha! chanses should bc made to the refirga detmmnrtion procesa to avoid such tragic 

situation? 

Suppose tht Mn. MuLindr came to the reft8a b c e s  qency w k e  you woik prior ta 

the rejection of her -a ciah, âow w d d  you have heiped hd! 

Now, suppose tbu rhc cuw to y a a  a@mcy &a the Meaion of ha retiiga claim and 

@or to hm &pœtatioq how wodd you bave heipad her. 

Whu are the implications of tim Cuudirn rnd the Quebec Humin Rigbu lqdatm for 

Mm. Muicrndr's aae? 



Racial Tensions Among Teenage Students in ~chools! 

You are a social worker in a high school in the East End of Montreai. Reantly, 

there his ban a fighting ktwem a group of Haitian studmts and a group of French 

Canadian studcnts in your school. The French Canadian studcnts srid that the HDitians 

fim insuited thmi in Crwle, redting in a d e .  & Haitian midents, on the 0th- hand, 

argued that the r d  issue w u  over French C d a n  girls. T h q  iU@ t h  the French 

Canadian group w u  angry over xwnl French Canadian girl biends of Haitian midents. 

The Wans accucd the other group of attackins thcm and cailing thern Nigrt9 salialles. 

Luc, a 16-yeir-old Fmch C d m  -dent w u  injurai on the fw during the shoving. 

fhc s~hool priacipl reports that, in the past, there have ken problem in the 

rhool mnceming conflict and violeace among groups of sudents bucd on ethnicity. The 

principal dds tht the mria problem seau to k h e m  groupr of Haitirn and French 

cana di^ students. Ttme students, mody d e ,  band togcther in these p u p s ,  and each 

group hu itr do- style rad d c .  Betweea periods and &cr scbooi, groups spar with 

erhother , tndc~a lKl~e thn icr lun .  



Edwin's case' 

Edwin is a 14-year-old boy of mked parentage. He is visibly Black but is confused about 

his identity. Edwin's motha, Isabelle, is a 40-yearsld French Canadian. She does not see 

Edwin as Black. She opaily admits to not exploring or even thinking about her son's 

Blichicss. She aîso h a negative attitude toward the boy's father and therdore there has 

been i i i ted contact betwecn Edwin and his father. She is a high school graduate and has 

been taking tvening courses to upgade ber cornputa skilis. She hd Mted contact with 

her âvnily since her d a g e  to Edwin's fkther. Since sepuating from Edwin's father, 

Isabelle ud Edwin bave üved with ha cornon-law husband, Benoit. Isabeile works as an 

office clerk in a mat factory. 

Edwin's Mer, Le&, is r 38-ycu-old Black man of West Indian ongin. He clune to 

Cuiidr 15 yeur ago in -ch of work as a mccbanicai enginœr. He origidîy urived in 

A l h  hopi* to 6nd job workiq in the oil fields. Failiag to find a permanent job &a 

two yeur, hc wwsd to Maitrrrl. S b  then he lus bcen d e  to ihd worlr in his field. 

His parents rad s e v d  r'büne, nmM in tût West Mes. He mhtah tics with the West 

Indian oommimcy in lWa!mi. Edwin's parents w m  murid but split up a few yurs &er 

the bath of Edwin, and «rnnully sot a i v o d .  



Isabelle says that she feels ovenvhelmed by the demands of ddy life and cornpleins that 

her ex-husband is of littk help in caring for th& son. She loves her son but believes that 

she has lost control of him. Leslie is largely unaware of the problems his son is facing. He 

has M minimai contact with his son over the past several years, and does not talk to his 

ex- wife. 

Edwin is exhibithg very disniptive behaviour in class. He has been suspended from school 

on numemus occasions. He has reccntiy bcai expelleci from school. Edwin's case has been 

sigded to Youth Protection prcviously, but has never bem retained because the security 

and devdoprnan of Edwin w u  aot dccmed at risk. Since Edwin has ben cxpelled fiom 

rhool, his case has ban re-sipaied and h d y  rctaincd. Lately, Edwin has begun hanging 

out with a ncgative pea group who are involvd in minor, pro- aimes. Edwin's 

relationship with hi5 mother has km difndty recently, and he -tes that she does not 

understand him. 

Lately, Edwin has hid difticuitics at home u wdl. He cornplains thrt his mother does not 

love him and th hir step-htber htes IiUn. Edwin ran away âom homc for four days 

before he wu pickd up by the pdice in a shopping mail in the downtown a m  of 

Moancal. He refiises to go back homc comphmg of physicrl abuse by his rnother and 

step-fither. 



Suppose thrt the case has been signaiied to a youth protection agency where you work 

and subxquently assigmd t O you for assessrnent and intervention planning. 

During your tirst interview with the fomily, Isabelle angnly denounced Edwin descnbing 

him as "troublcmakef', "good for noth@", %ho has no place in my home if does not 

change his wrys. Edwin's step-father echoes IsabeUe's charges enmitkg you to "fhd a 

place for this troublcsome boy." 

Prepare comprehensive asessrnent and intewention plan of this case. Speciscaiiy: 

What initiai steps would you take in order to prepcve for working with this f d y ?  

If you decide to that Edwin is to k placsd, what issues would you take hto consideration 

in W h g  an appropriate placement? 
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Instructor Rating Questionnaire (Lecture-Discussion) 

ïhank you for nsponâing to this questionnaire thoughtfully. Please circle the number 
that most closcly matches your responsc for eich instmctor. Pleue  use the foiiowing 
d e :  1-almost never, 2-seldom; 3-occasiody; Q-often; 5-very often; b 
aimost aiways 

1 .  The instnictor summMzes the concepts covered in the previous class and links it to 
the present topic. 
Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michel 1 2 3 4 5 6 

2. The instructor presents an outline showin8 the structure of each lecture (ushg either 
the blackboard or an overheid projcctor); 
Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michat1 1 2 3 4 5 6 

3. The instructor asks questions aôout the main points of the present topic before starhg 
the lecture; 
Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michael 1 2 3 4 5 6 

4. The iastnictor limits the content of each Iumn to avoid studcnt overload 
Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michad 1 2 3 4 5 6 

5. The Uwauctor uses exrmpk or meuphon h q u d y  to illuante concepts 
Abdi I 2 3 4 5 6 
Michael 1 2 3 4 5 6 

6. The instnictor s t u d a s  to stop tbc lecturer and rrL h h  questions or 
bgra with him 
Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michd 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7. The iamictor porcs puestions ûunqg lectwar to check student undcrstlll- 
Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michrd 1 2 3 4 5 6 



9. At the a d  of each topic, the instructor tells students what topic would be covered 
next 
Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michael 1 2 3 4 5 6 

10. The instnictor gives students a chance to ask questions or raise points; 
Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michael 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 1. The instructor ünks the concepts covered that day to that which would ôe covered the 
in the foiiowing lecture. 
Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michel 1 2 3 4 5 6 . . 

12. The instnictor is enthwiasac 
Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michael 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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hstruaor Rating Questionmire (Case-Baseci Method) 

Thank you for responding to this questionnaire thoughtftiiy. Pleasc cucle the number 
that most closely matches your nsponse for each instructor. Please use the following 
=de: 1 -almost never; 2-seldom; 3-occasionally; 4-oRen; 5-very ofien; b 
almost always 

1. The instmctor models how to analyze cases when needed. 

2. The hstmctor givcs students guidance and fdb8ck on cue analyses. 

Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Michael 1 2 3 4 5 6 

3. The ulstnictor helps studmts when they need assistance in case analyses. 

4. The irrJtnictor does not intervent (e.g. comment) when there is no need for 
intervention. 

5. The uistnictor encourages students to u t ida te  theu understanding of the cases. 

6. The hmuctor ammges shidcnu to ncw cucs on their own. 

7. Durin8 case discu~oni, the instnictot chrllenges stwleat opinions respectMy. 



8. The instnictor mates a suppodve leaming climate in the clwrwm. 

9. The instnictor encourages students to reflect on the assumptions underlying theu 
approaches to case adyses. 

10. The instructor is enthusiastic about the subject matter 

Abdi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Mic hael 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Dinerentid Acculturation: Parent-Teenage ~ontlict' 

The A M y  is a Sikh f ~ l y  who emigrated 60m India and came to Canada eight years 

ago. The family is composed of 7 rnemben. Mrs. A is the 38-yearold mother of the 5 

chiidren. She stays at home to take corc of the young children. Mr. A who is the father of 

the chiidren is a 45-yearsld store-owner. Fi ( 1  5 years old dau&ta) is the eldest child in 

the funily. The funily has four other childrm aged 14, 12,9 and 2 (al1 boys). 

Suppose that the case of Fi and the A family has been r e f d  to your agency under the 

Youth Protection Act. The precipitating incident was thu Mn. A had slapped Fi after Fi 

had gone out at six p. m. without hm parents' pmnUsion and came home at 10: 00 p. m. .4 

neighbor d e d  91 1 der she baud Mrs. A sc~earnin8 and Fi crying. The case was 

subsequently signalcd under the Youth Protection Act and was taken over by the farnily 

services agency where you work. 

Now suppose that the foliowtig is the sc*iuio at the outset of your fint meeting with the 

famil y: 

Mrs. A MBnly says to hm dwghter "You have no dume, saon 1 will have to kick you out 

of the houae. Your bebaviw rad tbe way you are taiking back to me is ab~olutely 

unacceptable. Even 1 canaot do that w w  to my pyans.  . . ." 



Fi says to you "At school, my parents want me to hang out only with girls fiom my 

country of origin. They wmt me to stay at home and do the chons whm 1 am not at 

school. M y  younger brother is dowed to go out and have ftn with his Innids but I am 

not. He is not rquired to do the chores. Whea I say that is unfair my parents sctearn at 

me. But &a al. this is Canaâa. 1 MI1 not accept that land of trtatment. 1 cm take care 

of myself." 

Mr. A sits in a corner and docs not say a word. Howevcr, he nods whmever Mn. A 

sw- 

Please briefly disnus how you would assess and intemm with the A famüy in cross- 

cultunlly competcnt mariner. Plcase state the rationaie k W  rll of your responses and be 

as brief and complete as possible. Spcdcaîiy: 

1. a.Whatuetheccrnnlimeainthiscase? 

b. How wodd you priorituc tbare imes? 

c. WU u i n p i o a r  rnd vduea guide your undemtmbg of these issues? 

d. How w d d  yau chmaerize the kbiviout ubibitaî by crch M y  memkr 

(wba dots it man)? 

2. a. How mi@ youi background rnd identity a f f b  y w  wok with this W y ?  



b. How would you deal with the possible impact of who you are on the helping 

process? 

3.  a. hiring this particut intaview, which f d y  member would you address first and 

why? 

b. What would you say to that person? Please provide at lepst two different quotes 

of what you wouM say. 

c. I f  you wae  to addrcss evay other f d y  rnernber (one at the Ume), what would 

you say to herniim? Pleise provide quotes. 

4. a. Whit f e d d  or provincial policics/lows may be impactin8 on the d c e s  for the A 

funiy' 

b. What kind of dvocrcy might this f d y  need? 

5. a. In grnerai, what am some of the possibk main cornponents of your possible 

intervention plan for tlns fàmiîy? 

b. what are u>mc of the possible ~ ~ ~ W C Q U ~ ~ C C S  of your aiggcstd intervention? 
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Class Section Date 

Instnictor Observer 

Class Plan 

Topic: Social Policy Context: Immigrant adaptation 

P l e w  check oaly if impiananed otherwir comment in the providcd space. 

8: 3 0 - 1  0: 1 5-Sources of Adaptation Dficulties 

-LiaLing the prescnt topic to previous cias 

-providing an outhe of today's 1-t on OHP 

-&king midents: w h t  w the murocs of adaptation dif!6culties for immigrants 
mw immigrant? and writing the responsej on the blackboard or OHP 

-ushg an ~umple,  -Exphinhg the sources of aâaptation diffidtits incîuding: 

-Racism 

-Wtutionû (Iiws, policies, etc.) 

-Socid (prejudiœ, unfb\lllided fcu for jobs, far for cuhwe, etc.) 

-mww 



-inabil@ to practice aspects of culture 

- To check student understanding, posing the question: how may these factors 
lead to adaptation diniculties? 

---Providing a summary of what have been covered fkom so far, 

-Informing mdents t&t oocid work intervention wiii be dealt with next 

-Encoumghg midents to stop the ltcnirer ad ok him questions or disagree with him; 
(e-g., any questions so f d )  

IO: 15-10:3&Break 

10: 30- 1 1 : 25-Social Work Intervention 

--Asking studmts: what crn social worken do to M t a t e  immigrant adaptation? 
Ch 1 rinPlar question rad wMn8 the responses on the blackboarâ or OHP. 

-ushg an cxrmple, - E x p h r q  the possible u#s of social work intervention incluâing: 

-Macro & Micr&level 
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McGili University 
School of Social Work 

Session: 

Winter 1988 

Cross-Cultural Penpe*ives in Social Work Practice 

At the end of the course, studeats &ouid be able to: 

Analyze and appteciate the impact of th& own identity (racial, cdturaî, ethnic, etc.) as weil as 
th& p o w e r / p o w « t ~  on the helping procem. 

Assess the appiication and impact of C d i ~  d policies/ laws such as Mdticulturalism, 
immigration, ad humin rigbts legislrtion and tbcir ddcts on the sociai SeNice delivey to 
people of various cuihirrl and fakhi back~founds. 

Enhance then &Wes to rpply c r o d R u a l  social wodt principles in lheir asesment of and 
intervention with clients of diffèrent CUItural, ethaic or R*rl brckgrounds than their own. 

Demonnnte a rbiüty to apply muttidtural rocLl work bwledge to analyse and 
devise intervention pians tw specüic pmblem hocd ôy spcafic minority groups. 

Pindcrhuobes, ELinc. (1989). undcrsiudiiip Powpowc~. 
. . 

N.Y. : ïhe F m  

k t c r ,  W. & S ~ b l w ,  E. (1996). E t b p i c - W C  SoctJ Wo& 
. . . Toronto: CoUier 

MMiillrn.crrukInc. 

Li, Pet- (ed.). (1990). Ries Toronto, Mord University 
Press 

L. (1988). Aiai-Ripm SogJ W&. London: m. 



PART 1: IDENTITY/DlFFERENCE 

Session 1 : introduction to course themes and concepts 

Diffèreme 
Race 
Et hnicity 
Cultwe 

ûutierrez, L. & Nagda, B: 'The Multidturai Impctative in Humrn Senice 
0r@zabons9' In Raffoui, P. R & M~Neece, C .A ( 19%). Funin b e s  for Socid 
m. Toronto: Aüyn & Bacon 

Pinderhughes, Ch. 6: "Uadmtanding Difference", pp. 1 09- 146 

Session 2: Courrc Themcs & Concepts (Cohued) 
PowcrlPower Mctcntids 
Racism: Cultural, institutional Rocisrn and how that irnpacu on the helpiag process 

Li, Pctcr. "Race and EthaicityM . in Li, Peta op&. , pp3- 17 

Slonin, M. (1991). "Th role of Culture and EttiniCity in Personality Dtvelopmmi" in 
Children, Culture and Ethnicity. N.Y; Gulrad Riblirhing hc. pp. 3- 19. 

Session 3: Ikmolprphia, ImuÙption, Socirl policy 

S ~ o n s  4 & 5: Ehimin Ri#hts & Muhicul- Le&i&tion 

k wImmj@on rad tbe CliudUn Etbnic Mosaicw. in Li, Peta, op. cit. 5 1-76 

0 
Association. 199 1 



Sessions 6 & 7: Program Development. 

Dominelii, h t i - L i s t  Socid Work, Chips. 5,6, & 7 

Boucha, N. (1990). "Are Sociaî Worken Concemed with Canadian Immigration and 
multicuhural Policies?" The Social Worlter. 58 (4): 153. 

PART m: FWY PRACTICE 

Session 8 & 9: Cross-Culturai Assessrnent and intmention with f d e .  

Piadcrhughes (Chapter on Assament) 

ûrœa, J. (1 995).Cultunl Awuenesi in the Human Services 2nd Ed. Boston: AUyn & Bacoh 
Chap. 5, "Cm- R o b  Resplution )) , a - 
Brown, R(1990). Ovffcoming Sa<Um & Racimi- How ? 

Session 10-12: More cw -; Ksaons with guest speakers from field agencics; cross 
cultural communication betwœn clients & wotkcrs in socid worlr pmctice; relevant issues 
discussed in d i e r  d o n s  

Session 13: Wnp-Up S&n 



#2. A 12-14 page papa on a topic of interet to the snidmt rdated to any of the topics and 
issues discusseû during the course. This wilJ bc an explontion of the implication of 
t!!t selcaed issue to social work ptactict with appropriate tdcfence ta the iitemnirt. 
Guidelines for this paper will ba available at the end of Session 6.This paper is wonh 60% 
of the tinal grade. Due on Apd 81h 

# Attendance in this course is compulsory and is worth 1Ph of the gnde. 

Boucher, N. ( 1990). An socid worken concclllcd with Cwdiui  immigration and 
mdtiailnurl poücics. Thr Social Ww&r, 58, 153-8. 

Brown, R (1990). Overcoming Sdm and Racism: How? In O. McKague (Ed.), RQcism 
in C'am& (pp. 126-164). Saskatoon: F i  Hour hbtisbcn. 

0 EUiot, J. P., A. (1 990). Immigrarion and the Cardan Ethnic Mosaic. In P. Li (Ed. ), Race 
d EtMc Relotio~s in C& Toronîo: M o r d  University Reas. 

Gr- J. (1995). Cultud A- M th Humin S a v i ~ .  In J. Grecn (Ed.), Cros- 
CuInuuî Pmbkkm ResoIutiim @p. 157-1 78). Eloston.: AUyllB Bron. 

Gutiamz. (1996). The Muiti- Imperaîive in Humra Service ûqamatiom. In C. R. 
Rgwl. & M c N w ,  C.A (W.), Futwe Issues fm Socrd Wmk Ractice . Toronso: AUyn & 
Bacon. 

Li, P. (1990). Race rnd dmiciîy. In P. Li (M.), Rorv d E E k u c  Rcdaitim in C d  
@p. 3-17). TO-O: Ox&d UnivSnity RUS. 

Panr @p. 10P146). N.Y.: ?be F a  Presl. 

Piad&- E. (1 989). -. Io E. Pind- (Ed.), UlYIPrStrPuji'q, Ruce, 
EMciry, d P m  @p. 147-162). N.Y.: F m  Rsri. 

Sloaia, M. (1991). Tb role of ailrw lad eth&ity in pcnoarlity âevelopumt. In M. Slonin 
m.), Chimn, Culda, d E l i i r i i c i @ .  N.Y.: airLnd Ribliibiag Inc. 
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Appendix H 

Demographic Background Questionnaire 



Demographic Background Questio~aire 

Please complete the demographic items listed below by checking the answer which 

most nearly applies to you or writing the answer in the space provideci. 

Ethnic \ Cultural Background----- 

Who immigrrucd to C d ?  

Y ou---- your Parents--ywr Orandparent+- 

Other (e-B., manber of the Fint Nations commuity). Phse specify --- 

Dtgt~(~yDip10M~) htld-------MOUS field of ~dy--------0-- 

Wht  is your cumnt yearReveI (rcgular BSWs only)? U2- U3-- 

Hove you alreaây taken or cunemly taking a course on cnsis intervention? 

No--- Yu------ 

Xavc you uadergoae c d N n l  &vity training before? No- Yes- 

If y- pleuc dcrrcn'be brKay 

What is your current GPA?- 

How long tr your sociJ work apaiencc, in terms of GU-time work @Ud or volunteer, 

aclud&ng fidd plr#maa)? 

-Y- md-----m~titb. 



Are you currently working @id or volunteer)? No-----Yeso--- 

If yes, how many hours per week?---hous. 

1s your work related to social work? No- Yes- 
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Appendix 1 

The Motivated Strategies for Leaniing Questionnaire 



PLEILSE URf2E D O W  TOUR Part A. Motivation 
CODE --ER 

O 
The following questions ask about your motivation for and attitudes about 
this dass. Remember there are no right or wrong answers, just answer as 
acrurately as possible. Use the scale below to answer the questions. ?f you 
think the statement is very true of you, a r a  7; if a statement is not at al1 true 
of you, &de 1. If the statement is more or less tnie of you, find the number 
between 1 and 7 that best describes you. 

I 2 
not at aII 
bueof rrie 

v c y  true 
of me 

In a class like this, 1 prefer course materiai 1 2 3 4 5 6  
that really challenges me so 1 can Iearn 
new things. 

2. If 1 study in appropriate ways, then 1 
will be able to leam the material in this 
course. 

3. When I take a test 1 think about how 
poorly 1 am doing compared with other 
studenb. 

4. 1 think I will be able to use what 1 leam 
in this course in other courses. 

S. 1 believe 1 will receive an excellent grade 
in bis class. 

6. I'm certain I can understand the most 
difficui t ma terial presen ted in the 
readings for this course. 

7. Getting a good grade in this dass is the 
most satisfying thing for me right now. 

8. When I take a test 1 think about items 
on other parts of the test 1 can't answer. 



It is my own fadt if 1 don? Iearn the 
material in this course. 

It is important for me to l e m  the 
course material in this dass. 

The most important thing for me 
right now is improving my overall 
grade point average, so my main 
concern in this class is get ting a 
good grade. 

I'm confident I can learn the basic 
concepts taught in this course. 

If I can, I want to get better grades in 
this dass than most of the other 
s tuden ts. 

When 1 take tests I think of the 
consequences of failing. 

I'm confident I can understand the 
most complex material presen ted 
by the instnictor in this course. 

In a dass like this, 1 prefer course 
ma terial tha t arouses my curiosi ty, 
even if i t  is difficult to learn. 

1 am very interested in the con tent 
area of this course. 

If 1 try hard enough, then 1 will 
unders tand the course ma terial. 

1 have an uneasy, upset feeling when 
I take an exam. 

not at a11 
tnre of me 

very true . 
of me 



20. I'm confident I can do an excellent 
job on the assignments and tests in 
this course. 

21. I expect to do weii in this class. 

22. The most satisfying thing for me in 
this course is trying to understand the 
content as thoroughly as possible. 

23. 1 think the course materiai in this dass 
is useful for me to Iem. 

24. When ! have the opportunity in this 
class, I choose course assignments that 
I can leam from even if they don't 
guarantee a good grade. 

25 If I don't understand the course material, 

27. Understanding the subject matter of 
this course is very important to me. 

28. 1 feel my heart beating fast when I take 
an exam. 

29. I'm certain 1 can master the skills being 
tm:;ht in this dass. 

30. !O do well in this dass because it 
is : r.l: xtant to show my abili ty to my 
fami$, friends, employer, or others. 

31. Considering the difficulty of this course, 
the teacher, and my skills, 1 think 1 will 
do well in this dass. 

not at a11 
tnrc of me 

vcry tmc 
of mc 



P u t  B. Leaming Strategies . 

The foiiowing questions ask about p u r  Iearning strategies and study SUS for 
this dass. Again, there axe no right or mong answers. Answer the questions 
about how you shidy in this dass as accurately as possible. Lise the same scde 
to answer the remaining questions. If you think the statement is very bue of 
you, cirde 7; if a statement is not at ail true of you, cirde 1. if the statement is 
more or less true of you, find the number between 1 and 7 thar best describes 
you. 

1 2 
not al al1 
bue of me 

32. When 1 study the readings for this course, 1 2 3  
I outüne the material to help me organire 
my thoughts. 

33. During dass time 1 often miss important 
pointsbecause I'm thinking of other things. 

- 
* 34. When studying for this course, I often try 

to explain the material to a classrnate or - 
friend. 

1 usually study in a place where 1 can 
concentrate on my course work. 

36. When reading for this course, 1 make up 
questions to help focus my reading. 

37. I often feel so lazy or bored when 1 study 
for this dass that 1 quit before 1 finish 
what 1 planned to do. 

38. 1 often find myself questioning things 1 
hear or read in this course to decide if 1 
find them convincing. 

39. When I study for this dass, 1 practice 
e.1 saying the material to myself ovcr and 

over. 

7 
vcry bue 
of me 



Even if 1 have trouble learning the 
materiai in this dass, 1 try to do the - .  work on my own, without helg from 
anyone. 

When 1 becorne confused about 
something I'm reading for this class, 
I go back and try to figure it out. 

When 1 shdy for this course, I go 
through the readings and my dass 
notes and try to End the mos t important 
ideas. 

I make good use of my study time for 
this course. 

If course readings are difficult to 
understand, I change the way 1 read 
the material. 

1 try to work with other students from 
this dass to cornplete the course 
assignments. 

When studying for this course, 1 read 
my dass notes and the course readings 
over and over again. 

When a theory, interpretation, or 
conclusion is presented in class or in 
the readings, 1 try to deade if there is 
good supporting evidence. 

I work hard to do weii in this dass even 
if I don't like what we are doing. 

1 make simple charts, diagrams, or tables 
to help me organize course material. 

. - 
not at al1 
true of me 

vety true 
of me 



not at al1 
tme of me 

very tme 
of me 

50. When studying for this course, 1 often 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
set aside time to discuss course material 
with a group of students from the dasc - 

51. 1 treat the course material as a starting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
point and ûy to develop my own ideas 
about i t. 

52. 1 fiid it hard to stick to a study schedule. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

53. When 1 study for this class, 1 pull togrther 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
information from differcnt sources, such 
as lectures, readings, and discussions. 

54. Before I study new course material 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
thoroughly, 1 often skim it to see how 
it is organized. 

55. 1 ask myself questions to make sure 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
)A understand the material I have been 

shldying ir. this ciass. 

56. 1 try to change the way 1 study in order 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
to fit the course requirements and the 
ins tnictor's teaching style. 

57. 1 often find that I have been reading 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
for this dass but don't know what it 
was ail about. 

58. 1 ask the instructor to darifjj concepts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
I don't understand well. 

59. 1 memorke key words to remind me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
of important concepts in this class. 

60. When course work is difficult, 1 either 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
give up or only study the easy parts. 



not at al1 
bue of me 

very tru e 
of me 

1 try to think through a topic and decide 
what I am supposêd to l e m  from it rather 
than jus t reading i t over when s tudyini * 

for this course. 

-1 try to relate ideas in this subject to those 
in other courses wtienever possible. 

When I stud y for tnis course, 1 go over my 
dass notes and make an outline of important 
concepts. 

When reading for tiiis class, 1 try to relate 
the material to what 1 aiready know. 

1 have a regdar place set aside for studying. 

I try to play uound with ideas of my own 
related to what 1 am learning in'this course. 

When 1 study for this course, 1 write brief 
summaries of the main ideas from the 
readings and my class notes. 

When 1 can't understand the material in 
this course, I ask another student in this 
class for help. 

1 try to understand the material in this class 
by making connections be tween the readings 
and the concepts from the lectures. 

I make sure that 1 keep up with the weekly 
readings and assignments Cor this course. 

Whenever 1 read or hear an assertion or 
condusion in this dass, 1 think about 
possible ai terna tives. 



Mc tivated S trategies for Levning Q u e s ü o ~ a u c  h n u l l  

not at a11 
hue of me 

vcry truc 
of me 

72 1 make lists of important items for this 
course and memckize the lists. - 

73. 1 attend this dass regularly. 

74. Even when course materials are dull 
and uninteresting, 1 manage to keep 
working u n d  1 finish. 

75. 1 try to identify students in this dass 
whom 1 can ask for help if necessuy. 

76. When studying for th& course 1 try to 
determine which concepts I dont 
unders tand weil. 

77. I ofter. find that 1 don? spend very 
much time on this course because of 
O ther activi ties. 

78. When I study for this dass, I set goals 
for myself in order to direct my activities 
in each study period. 

79. If 1 get confused taking no tes in class, 1 
make sure 1 sort it out afterwards. 

80. 1 rarely find time to review my notes or 
readings before an exam. 

81. 1 try to apply ideas from course readings 
in other class activities sudi as lecture 
and discussion. 




